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In 1899 the expatriate Welsh scholar Edward Owen wrote from his sanctum in
the India Office to J. Lloyd Griffith, 1 Treasurer of the Cambrian Archaeological
Association, noting the recent cataloguing of British Museum Additional Manuscript
No. 33636, a volume which he predicted would be of ‘considerable interest to
Anglesey antiquaries ’. This was one of a series of volumes in which the Reverend
John Skinner, Rector of Camerton in Somersetshire described the tours which he
undertook over many years in various parts of England and Wales, around the turn of
the 19th century. In Owen ’s view, Skinner probably took his inspiration for these
journeys from Thomas Pennant, whose Tour in Wales , made in the 1770s and
published in two volumes in 1778 and 1783, was widely read. Owen considered that
Skinner’s account ‘formed no unworthy supplement ’ to those of his famous
predecessor.
According to Owen, Skinner was well-acquainted with Sir Richard Colt Hoare2
and sometimes toured with him, though not in Wales. This is very intriguing in the
light of Colt Hoare’s later and much more well-known antiquarian activities,
especially his joint tours through Wales in the company of Richard Fenton. 3
Anglesey seems to have been the only Welsh county in which Skinner toured,
although he was interested in Monmouthshire. One of his volumes deals exclusively
with that county and it is frequently mentioned in others. Owen noted that the
Anglesey volume was in fact written up by Skinner’s brother Russell, based on rough
notes made by the two travellers during their journey. The series of volumes includes
Indices in Nos. 33 and 129 -130.4 It is slightly surprising that this letter of Owen’s is
the only indexed reference to the Rev. Skinner in the entire series of Archaeologia
Cambrensis from 1846 to 1960.
The volumes were bequeathed to the British Museum in October 1839, on
condition that they remained unopened for 50 years. The illustrations are described
by Owen as ‘very roughly-coloured .... and poorly executed’ but nevertheless he
emphasised their importance ‘as denoting the former character of churches that have
since been subjected to restoration’. Owen, a severe critic of much Victorian Welsh
church rebuilding, placed heavy ironic emphasis on the word ‘restoration’.
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1 E.Owen ‘The Rev. John Skinner’s Tours in Wales’ Archaeologia Cambrensis ser. 5. vol. xvi. 1899
p.317-8 and Arch. Camb. ser. 6 vol.viii 1908 p.83
2 Sir Richard Colt Hoare (1758-1838). English antiquary. Born at Stourhead, Wilts. Grandson of Sir
Richard Hoare, Lord Mayor of London 1745. Devoted his ample means to archaeological and antiquarian
pursuits. Published Journals of Tours in Ireland, Elba, Malta, Sicily and Italy. Translated Giraldus
Cambrensis Itinerary through Wales and Description of Wales 1806, Ancient History of Wiltshire 1812-19
and Modern History of Wiltshire 1822 -44. His Welsh tours were published in 1983 by M.W. Thompson as
The journeys of Sir Richard Colt Hoare through Wales and England 1793-1810.
3 Richard Fenton (1747-1821). Barrister, antiquary and poet born at St. David’s, educ. Haverfordwest
grammar school and Magdalen College, Oxford. Author of A historical tour through Pembrokeshire
London 1811. His MSS were published as Tours in Wales 1804-1813 by the Cambrian Archaeological
Association in 1917.
4 Owen actually gives 729-30 but this is surely a misprint
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Owen seems to have been
particularly intrigued by Skinner ’s
description of the inscribed stone at
Llantrisant, and quotes him at length,
with suitably judicious reservations as
to his precise reading of the inscription
but giving him credit for his ‘not being
prepared to accept as Gospel the
druidical theories of the author of Mona
Antiqua’. 1 He hoped that his letter
might ‘excite the antiquarians of the
mother county [Anglesey] to a hunt ’ for
it. He would no doubt have been
pleased to learn of the subsequent
history of this important monument, the
Trescawen Stone which is now
securely conserved and on display at
Bangor Museum.
The decision in 1908 to produce a
supplement containing Skinner ’s Tour
may or may not have arisen out of
Edward Owen’s letter but was entirely
in accordance with the Association’s
established practice. The key figure
Reproduction of Skinner’s sketch of ht e original involved was Edward Neil Baynes. He
entrance to Llanbabo church, omitted from the 1908 was instrumental in seeing the
edition. From the Transactions of the Anglesey supplement edition, reprinted here,
Antiquarian Society and Field Club 1933 p.127
through
the
press,
contributing
footnotes as well as undertaking the
arduous task of accurately copying Skinner’s rather indifferent water-colours into
black and white line drawings.
Skinner ’s narrative and illustrations are valuable today for conveying glimpses,
sometimes our only glimpses, of monuments now either vanished entirely or heavily
altered. His sketches allow us to appreciate many Anglesey prehistoric and
mediaeval sites in a more informed way. Thus he gives us a very fair idea of what
Old Llanidan church was like before its effective demolition in 1844, although his
attempt to capture the tracery in the windows would appear to have been less than
successful by comparison with Rev. H. Longueville-Jones’s later, more detailed
views in Mona Mediaeva. 2 His sketches of the Island Church at Llangwyfan are

1 Rev. Henry Rowlands of Llanidan, (1655-1722) whose well-known book Mona Antiqua Restaurata
(Ancient Anglesey Restored) first appeared in 1723.
2 Archaeologia Cambrensis vol. 1 1846 and succeeding volumes.
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among the earliest known1 and capture the now-vanished 16th century north aisle and
arcade. His inset drawing of the remarkable supposed portable wooden altar in the
side-chapel of Llaneilian Church is the earliest known, and is unique in showing one
section of carved filigree wooden tracery still in situ. Among those drawings omitted
from the 1908 edition is a view of the entrance to Llanbabo Church prior to its 19th
century remodelling. It shows the original arrangement of the early arch voussoirs.
Skinner’s sketches of Cerrigceinwen church and the curious inscribed stones
incorporated into its belfry leave us a puzzle unlikely now ever to be resolved, as the
church was refitted in 1839-40 and then completely rebuilt later in the century. 2
From the second belfry sketch it seems possible that Skinner ’s ‘No. 2 larger’ may be
a re-used 12th century gravestone, similar to the one recorded in the Royal
Commission Inventory as forming an internal lintel to the S. doorway . 3
Skinner sketches several of the early Christian inscribed stones of Anglesey,
including the 7th century Catamanus stone at Llangadwaladr, the Llantrisant or
Trescawen stone (dated to the end of the 6th century), the Mailis stone formerly near
Pensieri (5th century) 4 and the Maccudecceti stone at Penrhos Lligwy (6th century).
Along with 18th century sketches and notes by Lewis Morris, his accounts help us to
assess the extent of any damage sustained by these monuments since his time, which
in most cases is thankfully slight. However, the case of the Maenhir Llanol stone at
Llanbabo, illustrated by Skinner and well known to Lewis Morris, 5 shows only too
clearly the usual fate of such relics in former times. The surviving part is today
known as the Ettorigi inscribed stone, and is preserved in Bangor Museum. The
inscription is judged to be of the 6th century AD but Mrs Lynch -Llewelyn considers,
in view of the former size of the stone, that it may be an example of the
‘christianisation’ of a prehistoric monume. 6 Another inscribed stone seen by Skinner
at Frondeg, Newborough, is now preserved at Llangaffo church. It dates from the
early 7th century.

1 A tiny thumbnail sketch appears in Lewis Morris’s manuscript Cambria’s Coasting Pilot of 1739 -44.
Harold Hughes in Arch. Camb. ser 5. vol. xiv 1897 notes the existence of a water colour in the possession
of Miss Adeane of Plas Llanfawr, Holyhead, said to show this church with its two aisles intact. It would be
most interesting to know whether this painting still exists.
2 See M. L. Clarke ‘Anglesey Churches in the 19th century’ in Transactions of the Anglesey Antiquarian
Society (T.A.A.S.) 1961 pp. 53-68
3 Royal Commission on Ancient and Historic Monuments, Wales Anglesey Inventory p. 20 and Plate 21.
4 This stone has now been re-hous ed in a building at Trecastell. (Mr Andrew Davidson Gwynedd
Archaeological Trust pers. comm.)
5 Morris, in the first half on the 18th century, writes “ In ye same parish of Llanbabo, in a tenement called
Llanol, a tenant lately living in that land demolished an antient stone pillar of about 8 feet long, upon
which act he was suddenly struck with ye pleurisie as a present judgement, they say, for so doing. On the
upper part of the said stone I find this inscription following; but I am not certain but that some strokes in ye
characters might be natural in ye stone”. B. M. Addl. MS 14935 ff. 198v, 199v and Arch. Camb. ser. 5 vol.
xiii p.140
6 F.M.Lynch Prehistoric Anglesey 2n d Ed. Anglesey Antiquarian Society 1991 p.151 (1st Ed. p.115)
quoted in R. White ‘Excavations at Arfryn’ in Transactions of the Anglesey Antiquarian Society1971 p.29
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No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Total

2 Cromlechs at Plas Newydd
Llanedwen
1 at Bodowyr
Llanidan
1 at Trefor
Llansadwrn
2 at Rhôs fawr
Llanfair Mathafarn
1 at Llugwy (just by the road)
Penrhos Llugwy
1 at Parkiau near Fedw isaf
Ditto
3 on Bodafon Mountain
Llanfihangel T.B.
2 at Bod Deinioel[sic]
Llan Babo
1 at Cromlech
Llanfechell
1 near Henblas
Llan Gristiolis
1 on Ty newydd land
Llanfaelog
1 partly demolished, on Mynydd y Cnwc
Ditto
3 small altars near Cryghyll River
Llanfaelog
1 near Tywyn Trewen
Llanfihangel yn Neubwll
1 near Llanallgo
Llanallgo
1 at Cremlyn
Llanddona
1 at Marian Pant y Saer
Llanfair Mathafarn
1 at Llech tal Môn, now demolished
1 at Myfyrian
Llanidan
1 altar at
Bodlew
1 Altar at
Rhôs y Ceryg
1 artificial Mount at Bryn Celli, and a long-extended cavern beneath it
1 artificial Mount in the skirts of Plas Newydd wood, commonly called
Bryn yr hên Bobl. Supposed to have been a druidical sepulchral ground
30

David Thomas’s 1796 list of Anglesey cromlechs from the Cambrian Register 1796

Skinner describes and illustrates many prehistoric monuments, including several
which have either collapsed or vanished entirely. He was apparently guided not only
by Henry Rowlands ’s Mona Antiqua Restaurata1 but also by the list printed by
David Thomas in the Cambrian Register for 1796, 2 which was reproduced by Rev.
W. Bingley in his Tour round North Wales of 18003. On the basis of this, Skinner
sought in vain for a cromlech near Bodlew, only to learn that it had been demolished
and the stones removed. 4 He had a similar experience at Myfyrian near Llanidan,
where Thomas lists another chambered tomb 2 miles NNW of the Old Church. 5
Skinner’s observations of the cromlech at Mynydd Bodafon, which he refers to as
1 1st Ed. Dublin 1723, 2nd Ed. London 1766
2 ‘A List of Cromlechau; or Druidical Altars, in Anglesey’ Cambrian Register 1796 p.288 -9
3 Rev. W. Bingley (1774-1823); A tour round North Wales performed during the summer of 1798London.
1800. An augmented 2n d edition appeared in 1814.
4 E. N. Baynes ‘The Megalithic Remains of Anglesey’ in Transactions of the Hon. Society of
Cymmrodorion. 1910-11 p.10
5 Baynes loc. cit. p.11
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Lldercoch, are confirmed by later descriptions 1. As Baynes notes in a footnote to
Skinner’s narrative, the name may have been Lidach, as a chapel of that name stood
nearby 2. This fine monument was gratuitously destroyed around 1871, to provide
road metall ing.
Skinner’s sketch of the ‘large carnedd’ at Llanallgo listed by Thomas, is the last
record and the only view we have of this site. Baynes 3 cites no other references to it
and by 1909 no traces were visible on the ground. A similar fate seems to have
befallen a ‘dolmen of very small dimensions’ in fields near Trefor, Llansadwrn,
which he notes at p.86 of his printed narrative.
Of the surviving chambered tombs, Skinner’s account of his visit to Bryn Celli
Ddu is important as it contains our best available description of the near-destruction,
around 1780, of the western cairn by wall builders, 4 and the discovery in the
mid-18th century, of the chamber in the larger eastern cairn. The latter had already
been described by Pennant but his account is unsatisfactory. Skinner entered this
chamber himself and accurately describes its construction, in contrast to later writers
such as Angharad Llwyd who erred in blindly copying Pennant without revisiting the
monument. It was not until 1869 that our knowledge of this most important of
chambered tombs was taken forward by Rev. E. L. Barnwell when he carried out the
first scientific excavations at the site.
Skinner sometimes embellishes his narrative with interesting asides, as with the
Presaddfed tombs where he mentions a poor family recently forced to seek shelter
beneath the capstone after eviction, an eloquent comment on the plight of the
destitute in those times. Sometimes it is only in his sketches that important
information is captured, as in his two drawings of the Ty Newydd chambered tomb at
Llanfaelog which show massive but now-vanished fallen stones adjacent. In other
cases, as with his sketch of the eastern tomb at Trefor, Llansadwrn, the earliest view
of this monument standing prior to its collapse or demolition around 1825, he
confirms another artist, in this case Sir Richard Colt-Hoare from 1810.5 Even his
view of the dainty Bodowyr cromlech is given against a background of the
now -vanished Plas itself. One could wish he had been a better draughtsman.
The monument he refers to as Maen Llwyd at Bryns iencyn must be the ruined
Perthi Duon cromlech near Blochty. His reliance on Mona Antiqua is confirmed6
when he explicitly states that ‘Mr. Rowlands speaks of it as .... demolished in his
time’. The spoliation has continued and two orthostats which Skinner mentions as
lying near the fallen capstone have since vanished. 7
In the case of the Lligwy tomb, Skinner was the first to explicitly note that the
1 Especially Arch. Camb. 1867. See Baynes loc. cit. p.13
2 Though Lewis Morris in Celtic Remains p.250 has Ligach
3 Baynes loc. cit. p.14
4 We also owe to Skinner the only description of the bronze objects found at the same time. Unfortunately
neither he nor any other writer has left any description of the chamber or cist. Baynes loc. cit. p.21
5 Baynes loc. cit. p.30
6 Rowlands op. cit. 1st Ed. p.93
7 Baynes loc. cit. p.49
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capstone was partly supported by an earth bank. He also illustrates and describes for
the first time the Llanfechell tomb from Thomas ’s list. Standing in the lands of
Cromlech farm, this monument was already much ruined when he saw it, with the
capstone partly fallen. His view is confirmed in a later, superior sketch by Joh n
Britton, reproduced by Baynes. 1
Again following Thomas ’s or Bingley ’s list, Skinner visited Barclodiad y
Gawres in Llangwyfan parish, formerly referred to as the Mynydd Cnwc cromlech,
and as had Pennant before him, he crept on hands and knees into the chamber of Bryn
yr Hen Bobl, Plas Newydd. His comments on these stellar sites, however, although
amusing, contain nothing of any great note, although his sketch of the latter confirms
that the trees now growing on the
mound are no new phenomenon.
On occasion he failed to
locate all the components of a
monument, as at Bryn Gwyn,
Llanidan
where
although
depicting the monolith standing
next to the cottage (and according
to Gough’s Camden, built into its
gable end) he missed a larger one
nearby.2
Not all the chambered tomb
Sir Richard Colt Hoare’s drawing of the now -collapsed
sites visited by Skinner are now
Trefor cromlech dated about 1810
thought to be genuine monuments.
The puzzling collection of stones at Pentre Traeth near Afon Crigyll, Llanfaelog, for
example, depicted by Skinner and presumably one of Thomas’s ‘three small altars
near Cryghyll River’, is considered to be either a natural feature or a field clearance
dump. Only those monuments listed by Mrs F. M . Lynch-Llewelyn in Prehistoric
Anglesey are now recognised as man-made. 3
Skinner also gives the first recorded account of a supposed ruined tomb at
Henblas, Llangristiolus, to which he must have been directed by Thomas ’s list. His
description allows us to be certain that these stones then presented the form we see
today. Baynes was satisfied that the question of whether this site was man -made had
‘finally been set at rest [in the affirmative]’ by geologist Edward Greenly’s reasoning
based on glacial striae found on the underside of the putative fallen capstone. 4 This is
is no longer the accepted view, although Mrs Lynch -Llewelyn considers that their
impressive appearance may indeed have led to the stones being chosen as the site of
a later Bronze Age burial. 5 Skinner did not consider that there was ‘anything

1 Baynes ‘The Cromlech at Cromlech farm, Llanfechell’ in Trans. Ang. Ant. Society. 1936 p.124
2 Baynes loc. cit. p.63
3 Lynch op. cit. map and list p.62
4 Baynes loc. cit. p.39 and Greenly Nature 1905 p.152
5 Lynch op. cit. 1991 p.203
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artificial’ about them. He notes with discernment that ‘the word cromlech is applied
by the Welsh indiscriminately to stones either natural or artificial’ and labels his
sketch ‘natural rocks at a place called cromlech’.
Among monuments on Thomas ’s list which Skinner searched for in vain were
two at Bod Ddeiniol in Llanbabo parish, where even local farmers disclaimed
knowledge of any remains. For a century no-one succeeded in locating these sites
until polymath antiquarian J. E. Griffith claimed to have succeeded and Baynes
confirmed at least one of his sites . 1 However, modern professional opinion considers
this too to be a natural feature.
Skinner also noted several meini hirion or standing stones during his tour. The
Praes Maen, which he describes and illustrates for the first time, stands at Plas
Bodewryd half a mile S. E. of the Church and his reference on p.74 to the discovery
of a ‘large triangular piece of gold’ is to the Bryn Golman maen hir site on Plas
Llanfihangel lands in Llanfihangel-tre’r-beirdd. 2
Placenames occurring in the narrative
Skinner’s spelling of the names of many places visited on his tour is often
eccentric. For reference, an alphabetical list with original and new page numbers and
a modern spelling is included below with a derivation of the English meaning if a
reliable one is known.
Skinner’s
1908
Present Modern
Derivation
spelling
page
page
name
__________________________________________________________________________________
Aberffraw
Amlwch
Bangor Iscoed

35
59
83

32
41
54

Bardsey
Beaumaris
Bettws y Coed

33
53
56

31
27
40

Blochti

11

23

Aberffraw
Amlwch
Bangor
is-y-coed
Bardsey
Beaumaris
Betws-ycoed
Blochty

Blochty
Bodafon
Boddeiniol

30
73
70

19
20
48

Blochty
Bodafon
Boteiniol

aber (estuary) + Ffraw (a river name)
am (around) + llwch ( [the] lake)
ban (the upper part [of]) + cor ( [a] wattle [fence] )
is (below, beneath) + y coed (the wood, trees)
Bards (derived from a proper name) +Norse ey (island)
Fr. Beau (beautiful, fair) + marais (marsh)
betws (beadhouse) + y-coed ( [in] the wood)
Uncertain; possibly from bloty or blawd-dy (flour
[store]house)
see above
bod (abode [of] ) + Aeddon (a proper name)
bod + Deiniol (a proper name)

1 Baynes loc. cit. p.53
2 Baynes loc. cit. p.72
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Skinner’s
1908
Present Modern
Derivation
spelling
page
page
name
__________________________________________________________________________________
Bodedern
49
37
Bodedern
bod + Ede[y]rn (a proper name)
Bodewryd
67
45
Bodewryd bod + Gewryd (a proper name)
Bodlew
23
27
Bodlew
bod + llew (lit. ‘lion’. ? a proper name)
Bodowen
34
31
Bodowen
bod + Owain (a proper name)
Bodower
15
24
Bodowyr
See below
Bodowyr
28
19
Bodowyr
bod + [g]owyr (uncertain)
Bodechen
53
39
Bodychen bod + ychen (lit. >oxen =. The synonyms iddon, yddon for
‘oxen’ are attested as occurring in proper names)
Briant
14
24
Braint
River name. Derived from Celtic goddess Brigantia
Bryn ddiol
82
53
Brynddiol bryn (hill) + diol (? isolated, distinguished, trackless)
Bryn Gwiderin 22
27
Gwydryn
See Bryn Gwydryn below
Bryn Gwyn
13
19
Bryngwyn bryn +gwyn (bright, white)
Bryn Shenkin
22
23
Brynbryn +Siencyn ( a proper name, Eng. Jenkin). No firm
siencyn
candidate for the identity of this Siencyn has been
established.
Bryn Celli
25
19
Bryn Celli bryn + celli (copse or clump of trees). There are two
Ddu
sites, viz. celli ddu (black) and celli wen (white).
Bryn Gwydryn 5
19
Gwydryn
Uncertain. The etymology gwydd ([burial] mound) +
O.W. trin (battle) is tempting but unprincipled.
Bryn Eyrinin
68
47
Bryn Euryn bryn + euryn. Hillfort near Rhos on Sea, also site of a
medieval hall Llys Euryn associated with Ednyfed
Fychan. The meaning of Euryn is uncertain but has been
linked to the early form Din Eirth, (fort of the bear).
Bwrdd Arthur
84
54
Bwrdd
bwrdd (table) + Arthur (the legendary king)
Arthur
See Round Table Hill below
Caer Leb
5
19
Caerleb
caer (fort) + leb > gwlyb ( [in the] wet [land] )
Caer Lligwy
5
20
Din Lligwy caer, din (fort) + Lligwy < Llugwy (a local river name
possibly meaning ‘bright water’ but possibly also the
name of the early tribal inhabitants of the area )
Caerleon
12
23
Caerleon
caer + lleon < legion ([of the Roman 2nd ] Legion)
Capel Cerig
9
22
Capel Curig capel (chapel) + Curig ( a Saint’s proper name)
Caregainwen
64
80
Cerrigceinwen
cerrig (rocks) +Ceinwen ( a female Saint’s proper name)
Caregainwin
63
79
Do.
Carigainwin
66
81
Do.
Carnarvon
48
36
Caernarfon caer + narfon < yn Arfon (in Arfon. Arfon means
‘opposite Anglesey’ [across the Menai Straits] )
Carreg Lleidr
5
20
Carreg
carreg (stone) +Lleidr (thief). Skinner recounts the
Lleidr
local ‘thief-stone’ legend accurately.
Cerigainwyn
38
33
Cerrigceinwen
See above
Cerrigceinwen 5
19
Do.
Chwaen Wen
68
47
Chwaen
gwaun (moor, water-meadow) + wen (adj. gwen white;
Wen
proper name Gwen ruled out by existence of Chwaen
Goch, Chwaen Ddu)
Clidog
68
46
Pen
Near Caergeiliog, Anglesey; pen (extremity, end, head)
Caledog
+ caledog (hard, harsh, rough). The first Ed. OS map of
1841 has Pen Cledog and UWB Bulkeley MS 4950 of
1776 names an adjacent field as Cae Llamma Cledog

Skinner’s
1908
Present Modern
Derivation
spelling
page
page
name
__________________________________________________________________________________
Clorach
72
49
Clorach
Uncertain. Possibly cognate with Ir. clarach (flat land).
Cremlyn
86
55
Crymlyn
crym (bent, curved) + glyn (valley)
Crighill
47
35
Crugyll
crug ([burial] mound) + diminutive -ell. Possibly from
the several supposed small tombs recorded in the Pentre
Traeth area near the river’s mouth.
Crighyll
49
19
Do.
Dyn Sylwyn
84
54
Din Sylwy din (fort) + Sylwy (supposed to be a local tribe inhabiting
the area in early times)
Ester mon eglwr 37
32
Unidentified. As the meaning could be ystre (boundary,
limit) + Mon (Anglesey) + eglur (clear, obvious), might
not Skinner’s guide have simply been describing the
view to be obtained from this place, not actually naming
it ?
Ffedoged-y106
96
ffedogydd (apron [ful]) + y gawres ([of] the giantess),
gowres
a popular name for several prehistoric burial cairn sites
Fort Caesar
22
26
Sir Julius Caesar was Master of the Rolls in the C17th.
He and his 6th son Rev. Thomas Caesar Rector of
Llanbeulan, were both Anglesey notables.
Fotti Rhydderch 85
54
Hafoty
hafoty (summer dwelling ) + Rhydderch (a proper name).
The earliest form is Hafoty Ordderch.
Frondeg
5
19
Frondeg
bron (brow [of a hill]) + teg (fair)
Glynn mansion 83
53
Glyn
glyn (valley)
Gwindy
50
37
Gwyndy
Uncertain. One etymology is gwin (wine) + ty (house)
Hen Aelwyd
68
46
hen (old, former) +aelwyd (hearth)
Henblas
5
19
Henblas
hen + plas (mansion house)
Holyhead
49
37
Holyhead
Eng. [the] Holy head [-land]. First occurrence in 1315.
Llainestan
84
54
Llaniestyn llan (church, religious enclosure) + Iestyn (a Saint’s
proper name)
Llanallgo
6
20
Llanallgo
llan + Gallgo ( a Saint=s proper name)
Llanbabo
54
19
Llanbabo
llan + Pabo (a Saint=s proper name)
Llanbeder
68
47
Llanbedrgoch
llan + bedrgoch < Pedr Goch (Red Church of St.Peter ),
also known as Llanfair Mathafarn Wion )
Llanberis
37
32
Llanberis
llan + beris < Peris (a Saint=s proper name)
Llancadwaladr 32
32
LlanGadwaladr llan + Cadwaladr ( saint and ruler of Gwynedd in the
C7th AD )
Llanddeiniol
23
27
Llanddaniel llan + Ddaniel fab < Deiniol fab (son of Deiniol i. e the
supposed son of the founding Bishop of Bangor)
Llanddona
84
54
Llanddona llan + Dona (a Saint’s proper name)
Llanddyfnan
68
47
Llanddyfnan llan + Dyfnan (a Saint’s proper name)
Llandegai
88
55
Llandygai llan + Tygai ( ty is an honorific prefix meaning ‘great’ so
Tygai means ‘great Gai ’, with Gai a Saint’s proper
name)
Llandrûgan
53
38
Llandrygarn llan + try ( large, great ) + garn (cairn). It is supposed
that a large prehistoric burial cairn once stood here.
Llanedwyn
17
26
Llanedwen llan + Edwen (a Saint’s proper name. Popular legend
has her related to King Edwin of Northumbria)
Llaneilian
6
20
Llaneilian llan + Eilian < Elian (a Saint =s proper name)
Llanelian
59
41
Do.

.
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Skinner=s
1908
Present Modern
Derivation
spelling
page
page
name
__________________________________________________________________________________
Llanerchymedd 69
48
Llannerch- llannerch (glade) + y-medd ([of] the mead
y-medd
[-brewers] ). Mrs Benwell, however, considers the true
derivation to be from bedd, hence ‘glade of the grave’.
Llanfaelog
5
19
Llanfaelog llan + maelog < Mailoc ( a Saint’s proper name, possibly
meaning ‘tonsured one’.
Llanfechell
6
20
Llanfechell llan + Mechell (a Saint=s proper name)
Llanfihangle
49
36
Llanfihangel yn nhewlyn
yn Nhywyn llan +Fihangel (St. Michael) + yn nhywyn (in the sand
dunes)
Llangadwaladr 5
19
Llangadwaladr See above
Llangristiolus
36
32
Llangristiolus
llan +Cristiolus (a Saint’s name, possibly meaning ‘little
Christ-like one’)
Llangwyfan
5
19
Llangwyfan llan + Cwyfan ( a Saint’s name possibly cognate with Ir.
Kevin)
Llanidan
5
19
Llanidan
llan + Nidan ( a Saint’s name)
Llaniestyn
6
20
Llaniestyn llan + Iestyn ( a Saint=s name)
Llanol
6
20
Llanol
Possibly glan ([at the] edge [of]) + fol < bol ( [the]
marsh) as suggested by Sir Ifor Williams.
Llantrisant
5
19
Llantrisant llan + trisant < Tri Sant (literally >[of] three Saints. Their
names were Afran (not Gafran as sometimes stated) ,
Ieuan and Sannan)
Llantrissant
68
47
Do.
Llasdulas
34
31
Llys Dulas llys (court) + Dulas ( a local river). Dulas is derived
from du[bh] (black, dark) + clais (stream)
Lldercoch
73
49
See p.51 footnote 1.
Lleidr y Frydog 72
49
lleidr (thief) + Tyfrydog ( a Saint’s proper name taken by
the adjacent village and church of Llandyfrydog. The ty
element of the saint=s name may be an honorific prefix
meaning ‘great’).
Lligwy
6
20
Lligwy
A river name. Possibly llug (bright, sparkling) + wy
(water, river ?). Lug was also a Celtic divinity.
Llwyn y Knottie 68
47
Old town house in Wrexham. llwyn (grove [of trees]) +
(prob.) cnotau (fruits, berries). See Edward Llwyd
Parochialia Arch. Camb.1909 part 1 p.133
Maccudecceti
77
51
Maccudecceti. Old Ir. proper name occurring on a C6th
inscribed stone at Penrhoslligwy. The meaning is >of [the
tribe of] the Decceti= ).
Macuceceti
77
51
Do.
Maen Hir Llanol 69
48
Maenhirmaenhir (standing stone ) + llanol (see above)
Llanol
Maen Llhwyd 28
30
Maen llwyd maen (stone) + llwyd (grey, dark)
Mafyrian
16
24
Myfyrian
myfyr (place of meditation). Sir Ifor Williams believed
that Myfyrian directly implied ‘grave’.
Malltreath
32
30
Malltraeth mall (dirty) + traeth ([sandy] beach)
Marianglas
6
20
Marianglas marian (stony ground) + glas (green)
Marian Mawr 82
53
Marianmarian + mawr (large)
mawr
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Skinner=s
1908
Present Modern
Derivation
spelling
page
page
name
__________________________________________________________________________________
Menai Bridge 5
19
Menai
The meaning of Menai is obscure, though often taken to
Bridge
be derived from Mon (Anglesey) + some word such as
wy implying water.
Moel-don
17
22
Moel -y-don Literally moel (bare hill) + y-don ( [by] the wave[s]).
However the oldest form of the name is Bon-y-dom ( the
stump of the mound) which may refer to an 11th century
earthwork castle which formerly stood hereabouts.
M?nnedd Cnwc 44
34
Mynydd
mynydd (mountain) + cnwc ( hillock). The redundant
Cnwc
>mynydd= may have been added in a spirit of mockery, as
the hillock in question is very slight.
Mynydd y Cnwc 5
19
Do.
Nantffrancon
9
22
Nant
nant (valley with a stream running in it) + Ffrancon
Ffrancon
(uncertain). Sir Ifor Williams suggested that it is the
plural of ffranc, i.e the ‘Franks’ or mercenary soldiers)
Ogwen lake
89
56
Lake
The source of the river Ogwen. Ogwen is primarily the
Ogwen
name of the river, probably derived from og < awg
(meaning something like ‘swift ’) + fanw ( a young boar)
Pant y scraffie 10
22
Pant
pant ([the] hollow [of the]) + ysgraffiau ([ferry] boats)
ysgraffiau
Parciau
82
53
Parciau
Pl. of parc ([cultivated] enclosure, garden)
Parys
83
53
Mynydd
The mountain is named from Robert de Parys,
Parys
Chamberlain of North Wales in the 15th century
Penmaenmawr 79
52
Penmaen - pen (head[land] ) + maen (stone) +mawr (great)
mawr
Penmynydd
88
55
Penpen (upper end [of]) + mynydd ( [the] mountain]). The
Mynydd
‘mountain’ in question is the steep hill up from the
valley of the river Ceint.
Penrhos Llûgwy 76
51
Penrhospen + rhos (heath, plain) + Llugwy ( a river
Lligwy/
name, see above). Sir John Lloyd suggested that
Llugwy
rhos may in some contexts have meant >promontory=
Penrhoslligwy 6
20
Do.
Penymynnedd 88
55
See Penmynydd
Pielstown
6
20
Town in Ireland.
Plâs Coch
5
19
Plas Coch See Plas Goch below
Plas Newydd
5
19
Plasnewydd plas (mansion ) + newydd (new). The former name of
this residence of the ancestors of the Marquis of
Anglesey was Llwyn y Moel.
Plâs y Brian
68
47
Plas y
In Llanbedrgoch; plas + brain ( ? >crows=)
Brain
Plâs Llanedwyn 22
27
Plas
plas + the local church and parish name (see above)
Llanedwen
Plâs Goch
5
19
Plas Coch plas + coch (>red=. It is built of red sandstone)
Pontypool
83
53
Pont y Pool pont (bridge) + pwll (pool)
Port Tre Castel 45
34
Trecastell See Trecastel below
Porthamel
10
22
Porthamel porth (landing place) + amel (uncertain, possibly from
an Irish proper name Amlach or Ablach equivalent to
Olaf)
Praes Maen
65
45
praes (brass, money) + maen (stone)
Praesaddfed
5
19
Presaddfed prys (grove of trees) + Aedfed ( ? a proper name)
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Skinner=s
1908
Present Modern
Derivation
spelling
page
page
name
__________________________________________________________________________________
Priestholme
73
49
Ynys Seiriol Old Norse. Literally prestr (priest) + holmr (island)
Red Wharf
83
53
Red Wharf Wharf is derived from Middle English warth ( a sandy
Bay
waste)
Rhayder Gadog 85
54
Rhandirrhandir ([inherited] portion or share of land) + Cadog
gadog
(a proper name). So ‘Cadog’s [inherited] portion of land’
Rhos Fawr
82
53
Rhosfawr
rhos (plain) + mawr (large)
Round Table
84
54
Mynydd
The Iron Age camp on this hill was formerly
Llanddona associated in legend with King Arthur and his Knights.
St. Claire
72
49
Clorach
Only Skinner makes an association between these two
names and it is almost certainly false
Tan-ben-y-cefn 12
23
Tan ben y tan (at the foot of) + ben y cefn ( the extremity of the
cefn
ridge)
Traeth Bychan 82
53
Traeth
traeth (beach) + bychan (small)
bychan
Traeth Gôch
83
54
Traeth
traeth + coch (red)
Coch
Tre Angharad 68
46
tref (township)+ Angharad (proper name, prob. An (our)
+ car[i]ad (beloved). So ‘Angharad’s township or farm’.
Trecastel
5
19
Trecastell tref + castell ([of the] castle). The name is taken from an
Iron Age coastal promontory fort nearby.
Tre Evan
16
24
Tre Ifan
tref + Ifan (proper name). So ‘Ifan’s township or farm’.
Tre Fwry
29
30
Trefwry
tref + wry < Gwri (a proper name). See D.M.Ellis in
Bulletin of Board of Celtic Studies vol.xxi pt.1 Nov.
1964 p.35 for a very full discussion of this name.
Treasdreath
32
30
Trefdraeth tref + traeth ([sandy] beach). There were formerly
two such settlements, trefdraeth disteiniad ( the
township of the stewards) and trefdraeth wastrodion (the
township of the grooms), two important classes of
servant in the royal court at Aberffraw
Tref Drw
14
24
Tre’r Dryw tref + ‘r dryw ( ? [of the] seer or wren. )
Tre Beirdd
75
50
Llanfihangel ‘Church of St. Michael’.
Tre’r beirdd tref + ‘r beirdd ( of the poets)
Trefor
6
20
Trefor
tref + mawr (large)
Trefyla
36
32
Trefeilyr
tref + Meilyr (a proper name, in particular that of the
father of the famous 12th century poet Gwalchmai).
Tregarnedd
37
32
Tregarnedd tref + carnedd (cairn). The carnedd was probably a
now -vanished prehistoric tomb.
Trepont river
71
48
Alaw ?
tref + pont (bridge)
Trescawen
54
39
Trescawen tref + ysgawen (elder tree)
Trescifion
83
53
Treseifion Hut settlement near Ty=n y gongl, Benllech; tref +
Seifion (Proper name. Mrs Benwell informs me that a
house called Carreg Seifion or Parc Seifion formerly
stood nearby).

The Cambrian Archaeological Association 1
The senior archaeological society in the Principality was founded in 1847, a year
after the first volume of its journal Archaeologia Cambrensis appeared. This curious
anomaly arose from the fact that the first volume had been issued as a freestanding
publication by its founding editors, Rev. Henry Longueville Jones and Rev. John
Williams (Ab Ithel), a remarkable pair of clergymen both possessing impeccable
North Wales credentials.
Longueville Jones was born in Piccadilly, London in 1806. His grandfather
Captain Thomas Jones, who was killed in a duel in 1799, had adopted the name
Longueville on coming into a considerable estate in Shropshire by marriage to the
daughter and heiress of Sir Thomas Longueville Bart, of the Conway family of
Bodrhyddan near Prestatyn. Educated privately in Ealing and at St. Johns College
Cambridge, he was seventh Wrangler (i.e. gained First Class Honours in the
Mathematical Tripos examination), becoming a Fellow of Magdalen College. In
1829 he published Illustrations of the Natural Scenery of the Snowdonian Mountains,
accompanied by a description .... of the County of Carnarvon 2 which established his
reputation as author and artist and in 1841 he collaborated with Thomas Wright and
John le Keux to produce Memorials of Cambridge. At the beginning of 1846 he held
the living of Llandegfan in Anglesey, having previously been a curate at Ely before
spending periods in Paris and Manchester.
John Williams was born in 1811, the son of Richard Williams of Ty Nant, a
smallholder from Llangynhaf al in the Vale of Clwyd. Educated at Ruthin grammar
school and Jesus College, Oxford, he held livings at Llanfor near Bala and at
Rhosygwaliau, before moving in 1843 to Nerquis near Mold, as perpetual curate.
These two men met at the time of the dispute ov er the notorious scheme to merge
the Dioceses of Bangor and St. Asaph, to which both were opposed. On their
discovering a mutual dedication to Welsh archaeology and antiquities, the idea of a
periodical soon followed and the first number of Archaeologia Cambrensis appeared
in January 1846. In the third of the four numbers making up Volume 1 of the new
journal, a letter appeared from ‘a Welsh Antiquary’ praising the publication and
proposing the formation of a ‘Cambrian Archaeological Association for the study
and preservation of the national antiquities of Wales ’ with the Arch. Camb. as its
official organ. The editors solicited the opinion of their readers and in the October
number were able to announce that wide approval had been secured. In January 1847
the first number of Volume 2 contained names of Officers of the new Association
and gave notice of an Inaugural Meeting to be held at Aberystwyth.
1 The following account draws on Sir J. E. Lloyd A Hundred Years of Welsh Archaeology: Centenary
Volume 1846-1946 Gloucester Bellows 1949, together with Sir Ben Bowen Thomas ‘The Cambrians and
the 19th century crisis in Welsh Studies ’ in Arch. Camb. 1978 pp. 1-15. A very full account is also
provided by Donald Moore in ‘Cambrian Meetings 1847-1997: A Society’s Contribution in a Changing
Archaeological Scene’ in Arch. Camb. vol. cxlvii 1998 pp.3-55
2 Sir Ben Bowen Thomas in Arch. Camb. 1978 p.2 refers to this title with ‘History’ instead of ‘Scenery’
but this appears to be merely a transcription error.
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The Association took as its model the British Archaeological Association,
formed in 1843, and the format of the Arch. Camb. followed that of its English
counterpart. Curiously, no annual subscription was levied until 1850, when a charge
of ,1 per annum was introduced. Initially, the two founders worked in harmony but
in time a divergence of views developed. Ab Ithel vehemently opposed the modern
outlook of Longueville Jones and his allies such as the Merthyr Tydfil scholar
Thomas Stephens, preferring to cling to the fantasies of Iolo Morgannwg. A breach
came in 1852 when Ab Ithel left to set up a rival publication, the Cambrian Journal,
although he apparently remained a member of the Editorial Committee of the
Cambrians. Ab Ithel continued to edit his Cambrian Journal until his death in 1862.
The Association survived this split and Longueville Jones remained Editor until
1864 when he suffered a stroke. He was succeeded by the lexicographer Rev D.
Silvan Evans but maintained close links until his death in 1870. Evans was
succeeded by Rev (later Archdeacon) D. R. Thomas in 1875, followed in his turn by
Rev R. T. Owen in 1878.
This period saw the Association assume its present form, with well-known
features of its meetings emerging such as the keynote lectures by local experts at
excursion meetings. By 1882 the membership stood at 319, and included many
leading experts like Sir John Rhys and John Romilly Allen, whose articles in the
Arch. Camb. conferred upon it the status of a leading journal of Celtic research.
By the early decades of the 20th century the professional archaeologist had
emerged pre-eminent in Wales, most notably during Sir Mortimer Wheeler’s
Directorship of the National Museum. As early as 1873, the Committee of the
Association, ever alert to its changing role, had asked whether, after some thirty
years, it had not indeed completed the tasks for which it had been originally
established, with every important district studied.1 Although this might seem all the
more the case today, with the emergence of CADW Welsh Historic Monuments, the
Royal Commission on Ancient and Historic Monuments in Wales and the Welsh
chapter of the Council for British Archaeology, the Cambrian Archaeological
Association continues to flourish. A recent list of members 2 includes some 550
individuals headed by Her Majesty the Queen and His Royal Highness the Prince of
Wales , together with over 100 corporate members. It has Foreign Subscribers in
Europe, Australia and the United States, together with Corresponding Societies as
far afield as India. Recognising its role as being primarily to further the creation of a
body of informed opinion as to the ancient and historic places of Wales , 3 the
Association has introduced Easter Conferences, Autumn meetings and special
Eisteddfod lectures.
The practice of printing Archaeologia Cambrensis Supplementary Volumes had
been established as early as 1850. In 1878 there appeared Lewis Morris ’s Celtic
Remains, which had languished in manuscript for over a century. In 1909-11 Edward
1 D. Moore loc. cit. p. 46
2 Cambrian Archaeological Association List of Members 2002.
3 D. Moore ibid
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Lhuyd’s Parochial Queries of circa 1700 appeared, and in 1917 Fenton’s Tours in
Wales of 1804-1813. All these volumes remain key works of reference and in their
company the 1908 Skinner’s Tour indeed forms ‘no unworthy supplement’.
Edward Neil Baynes F.S.A.
This remarkable archaeologist and antiquarian was born at Coombe Wood in
Surrey in 1861, the youngest son of Sir William John Walter Baynes Bt. Educated at
Harrow, he was elected a Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries in 1908 and served on
its Council in 1915-16. He was a prolific field archaeologist and conducted
important excavations at several sites in Anglesey, notably the Romano-British
settlement of Din Lligwy and two Bronze Age burial tumuli at Ty’n y Pwll,
Llanddyfnan. He also investigated the Neolithic chambered tomb at Lligwy. His
academic antiquarian researches were often of enduring value, two publications in
particular remaining standard references viz. his Megalithic Remains of Anglesey
published in the Cymmrodorion Transactions for 1910-11 and his Old Monasteries
and Chapels of Anglesey published in the Transactions of the Anglesey Antiquarian
Society in 1920.
With the establishment of the Anglesey Antiquarian Society and Field Club in
1911, Baynes became its Honorary General Secretary. He was active in soliciting
views of the 129 strong membership on their areas of interest, and on the basis of
these he established 15 districts in the island within which observers would report
any damage or threats to ancient monuments. His energy was evident in the
establishment of the Society’s Library and Museum, which flourished up until the
Second World War when much of its collection was incorporated in the Bangor
Museum. He retired from Anglesey in 1938. The Anglesey Antiquarian Society
marked his distinguished service with a Vice Presidency and Honorary Life
Membership in 1935. He died in 1951.

E.N.Baynes T.A.A.S 1946
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The layout of the reprint

/3/INTRODUCTION
______

No attempt has been made to preserve the pagination of the 1908 edition.
However, its page breaks and numbers are indicated between solidus (/) symbols
where they occur. The enlarged and slightly contrast-enhanced reproductions of E. N.
Baynes ’s copies of Skinner’s watercolours are gathered toget her at the end rather
than interleaved in the text. This was a matter of production convenience. The
original non-sequential illustration numbering scheme has been augmented by
Figure numbers and references to these have been interpolated in the text at what, it
is hoped, are appropriate points. It should be born in mind that all footnotes in the
body of the reprint are by Neil Baynes and not by Rev. Skinner. Occasionally
Baynes ’s notes have been added to. In these cases, the additions are enclosed in
square brackets [ ]. All footnotes in this introduction are the responsibility of the
present writer.
Acknowledgments
I am most grateful to the Trustees of the Cambrian Archaeological Association
and to its Chief Editor Dr W. Britnell, for permission to reprint this work. I am also
extremely grateful to Mrs F.M. Lynch-Llewelyn for her encouragement and advice
and for suggesting the addition of the previous sections and the map indicating
Skinner’s daily progress; to Ms Nina Steele for the production of said map; to Roy
and Ann Benwell for their assistance, particularly in preparing the place-name notes;
to Dr J. H. C.Williams for providing translations of the various Latin passages and to
Mr Andrew Davidson, whose critical reading of the introduction was invaluable and
saved me from a number of errors. Those which remain are my own.
TPTW 2007

THE REV. JOHN SKINNER=S Ten Days Tour Through Anglesey, which is given in
the following pages, has been carefully transcribed from the manuscript in the
British Museum, the punctuation, spelling, and use of capitals followed strictly
throughout. Some notes have been kindly furnished by Mr. E. Neil Baynes, F.S.A.,
and he has also copied (in black and white) most of the water-colour illustrations
which are included in the manuscript. The illustrations are reduced from the original
size, but with this exception and the absence of colour they have been copied as
closely as possible, with all errors of perspective, etc. Some of the drawings would
appear to have been done by Mr. Skinner in the evening from memory, and not on
the spot. The complete list is printed herewith, and the pages where the plates appear
in the original. A copy of an extract from Mr. Skinner=s will is subjoined, in which he
expresses his particular wish that the chests containing his numerous notebooks
should not be opened until the expiration of fifty years from the day of his death.
______
Extracted from the Principal Registry of the Probate Divorce
and Admiralty Division of the High Court of Justice
In the Prerogative Court of Canterbury.
IN THE WILL of the Reverend JOHN SKINNER
late Rector of Camerton in the county of
Somerset deceased dated 1st February 1839
is as follows:No. 2. I give and bequeath to the trustees of the British Museum all my Journals
and other Manuscripts transcribed by my late brother Russell from No. 1 to No. 110
both /4/inclusive and interleaved with original drawings together with the Journals I
have made in my own hand-writing since my brother’s death from the year one
thousand eight hundred and thirt y three to the year one thousand eight hundred and
thirty-eight in volume 1 to volume 36 of an Octave size with blue Morocco backs
containing altogether in number one hundred and forty six which I desire may be
safely conveyed to the trustees of the British Museum with the five Iron Chests in
which they are now contained and I request my said executor the Reverend John
Hammond to see to the performance of this bequest in the manner aforesaid and it is
my particular wish and request that neither of the Iron Chests with the contents
aforesaid shall be opened till after the expiration of fifty years from the day of my
death but provided the trustees of the British Museum should raise any objection
thereto it is my will that my before mentioned request should not be insisted upon.
Proved (with two Codicils)
14th November 1839
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/5/LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS
Page
Page
original present

N.B - It is not to be inferred that the
foregoing extract contains the only
portion of the said Will referring to
the matters therein mentioned.

1.
2.
3.
4.
6, 7.
8, 9, 10, 11.
12.
5.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

21.
22.
23.
24, 25.
26, 27, 28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
36.
37, 39.
41.

/6/45.
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P1âs Coch
Blochty Enclosures
Bryn Gwyn. Stone by Cottage
Ground Plans, Caer Leb, etc.
Bodowyr Cromlech (2)
Carnedd at Plas Newydd (4)
Cromlech at Plas Newydd
Cromlech and Stables (omitted).
Ground Plan, Bryn Gwydryn, etc.
Coins of Edward VI and Elizabeth (omitted).
Bryn Celli, Plan and Finds
Llanidan Church
Stone (Fitzgerald) in Llanidan Church
Maen Llwyd Cromlech
Frondeg Stone
Llangadwaladr Church
Llangadwaladr Doorway, showing Stone
Inscription to Rich. Williams (omitted as it is in
the text).
Llangadwaladr Church Inscribed Stone
Henblas Cromlech
Cerrigceinwen Church
Cerrigceinwen Church Clochti (2)
Cerrigceinwen Church Font (3)
Aberffraw Church arch.
Llangwyfan Church
Llangwyfan Church, Interior
Llangwyfan House
Cromlech at Mynydd y Cnwc
A half-finished sketch of Trecastel Bay (omitted).
Llanfaelog Cromlech (2)
Crighyll Cromlech
Presaddfedd Cromlech (3)
Proposed Menai Bridge (omitted).
Llantrisant Stone.
Pabo Stone (omitted, vide Arch. Camb., January,
1908)
Doorway at Llanbabo (omitted, vide Arch. Camb.,
January, 1908)
Llanfechell Stones
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23
25
27
28
30, 31
34, 37
39

57
58
59
60
61,62
63-66
67

42

68

44
49
50
52
53
55
56

69
70
71
72
73
74
75

57
60
63
64, 55
66, 68
70
71
72
73
78

76
77
78
79-80
81-83
84
110
85
86
87

78, 79 88
81
89
84, 86 90,91
54

92

-

2

96

93

46.
48.
49.
50.

51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
58.
59.
60, 61.

Llanfechell Church and Font
Llaneilian Church
Parys Mine (omitted).
Three Stones (near Amlwch)
Llanol Stone
Cromlech on Bodafon Mountain and
Carreg Lleidr
Coin of Diocletian (omitted).
View of Bodafon Mountain from N.W.
View of Bodafon Mountain from S.E.
Stones in Penrhos lligwy Churchyard
Lligwy Cromlech.
Lligwy Cromlech, Caer Lligwy
Llanallgo Cromlech and Font (vide note)
Stones at Marianglas (omitted).
Llaniestyn Stone
Llaniestyn Font
Cromlech at Trefor (2)
Altar Tomb in Penmynydd Church, sketched
from memory (omitted).

97
99

94
95

106
112
115
115

96
97
99
98

116
119
121
123
124
125

100
101
102
103
104
105

130
132
134
135

106
107
108
109

________

No. 99. The stepped gable over the gateway should, I think, be over the porch, and
the pointed gable shown over the porch should be over the gateway, but I am not
certain.
No. 115. The font described as in Penrhoslligwy Church is really the old font of
Llanallgo. It was covered with plaster and set on a rough mass of masonry. When the
Church was restored, about fifteen years ago, the plaster was cut away and the font
was redressed.
N.B. - The beginning of a page in the original is marked by the introduction in the
text of folio and number between brackets, thus (fol.22).
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/7/Additional MSS. 33,636
This book was transcribed from my Journal by my
brother RUSSELL SKINNER (who was the companion of my Tour) Anno Dom : 1804
___________________________________

SKETCHES IN ANGLESEA
TAKEN IN DECEMBER 1802
BY
REVD JOHN SKINNER
1802
62
1740

___________________________________________

I give this Vol. of my Anglesea Tour with my
other Journals, to the British Museum to be
retained by them according to the directions
I have left in my will respecting the disposal
of my MSS. /8/
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/9/(fol. 22)

TEN DAYS= TOUR TH. THE
ISLE OF ANGLESEA
ANNO 1802
________________
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 2
WE left Capel Cerig early this morning on horseback with the design of examining
the Celtic remains in the Isle of Anglesea the Harper of the inn accompanying us in
the capacity of interpreter. After a ride of fifteen miles along the vale of
Nantffrancon by Lord Penrhyn’s quarries we came to Moel-don ferry about eleven
o’clock when returning our horses by a boy (fol. 22a) (previously sent forward for
the purpose from Capel Cerig) we proceeded as pedestrians. Our passage across the
Menai savoured somewhat of quixottism for the ferry boat being on the other side
waiting for passengers we were unable to brook the delay so taking possession of a
fisherman=s skiff lying on the beach we rowed to the Island pursuing nearly the same
track as the Romans seventeen hundred years ago under the command of Paulinus
Suetonius which event is so particularly described by Tacitus.
On our landing we immediately made the necessary enquiries at a public house
for the route we were to pursue and found the places we had noted down lay so wide
asunder it would be impossible to comprehend them in the course of the day. We
accordingly determined on making that our sleeping place and after a slight meal (fol.
24) took the road across the fields to Llanidan. In our way passed an ancient mansion
called /10/Plâs Goch [see Fig. 1] apparently built in the time of Elizabeth. A little
way beyond the house is a natural barrier of rock rising abruptly above the level
ground and extending almost the whole way to Porthamel the distance of half a mile.
Near this place in a meadow the Romans are supposed to have formed their ranks
immediately on landing and the field to this day retains the name of Pant y scraffie,
or the place of the passage boats. At low tides the channel is not above three or four
feet deep so that it might easily have been crossed by the cavalry in the manner
described by the Historian and the natural barrier before mentioned being so
contiguous, it is not at all improbable that it was the first post occupied by the
Romans under Paulinus Suetonius on their invasion of the island 1740 years ago.
“Igitur Monam insulam, incolis validam et receptaculum perfugarum adgredi parat,
navesque fabricatur plano alveo adversus breve litus (flat bottomed boats to pass
over the shallows) et incertum - sic pedes - (the infantry thus /11/passed over) equites
vado secuti aut altiores inter undas adnantes equis tramisere.” 1 The cavalry followed
1 “ Therefore he prepared to attack the island of Mona, powerful both in its inhabitants and as a place of
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the infantry, and by fording and swimming over the deeper channels arrived at the
opposite side. Tac. Ann. lib.14, c.29. A few minutes’ walk brought us to Llanidan
church, which seems superior to (fol.24a) the generality of Welsh buildings of the
kind having a double roof and two bells in the clochti or belfry. A large irregular built
mansion1 belonging to Mr. Williams who has acquired such immense property in the
Pary’s Mines stands close to it. From Llanidan we took the road to Bryn Shenkin half
a mile beyond. It is where Mr. Roland supposes the Britons formerly had a town but
now every trace is lost, [sic] Having procured a lad well acquainted with the
neighbourhood to conduct us by the nearest route we quickly proceeded to Blochti
half a mile further to the northwest.2 At this place on a steep bank or rather ridge
/12/of rock (a quarry being now worked beneath) we traced the foundations of four
or five circular buildings in a line close to each other each measuring nearly seven
yards in diameter [see Fig. 2]. The same gentleman Mr. Row land describes these as
the remains (fol.26) of British habitations and his opinion seems to be confirmed by
some others of a similar form lying in a meadow called Tan -ben-y-cefn not two
hundred yards from the spot. These latter are surrounded by two quadrangular
earthworks the larger fifty yards by forty containing four of these circular
foundations the smaller (forty yards by thirty) only two. It is not improbable that
some of the Roman soldiers might have occupied this spot after driving the
inhabitants from their possessions and that the earth works were thrown up by them
by way of security.
Crossing a barren marshy heath we saw the banks of a circular work probably
formed for the same purpose as that we before noticed at Caerleon and I presume was
a gy mnasium or place of exercise (the /13/country people indeed have an idea it was
a fortification as our guide informed us it still goes by the name of the Castle. 3
Whatever it was it does not appear to have been at all connected with the Druidical
worship (fol.26a) as Mr. Rowland supposes .The mound encompassing the area may
be from ten to fifteen feet in height the diameter of the circle sixty yards. This
measurement I believe is nearly accurate but part of the circle having been destroyed
in order to form a cart road makes it more difficult to determine with certainty. On
enquiring for some ancient stones noticed by Mr. Roland [sic] at a place called Bryn
Gwyn we were directed to one standing near a cottage a quarter of a mile to the
north-west4 of the circus [see Fig. 3]. It was of a lozenge form measuring above three
yards in height and two in width. We observed none of equal dimensions near at
hand but in a field at the back of the cottage there were six each about a yard high
placed three and three at eq ual distances so as to form /14/two exact triangles. From
refuge for people who fled over the water. He built ships with flat keels against the short and unpredictable
shore to transport the infantry. The cavalry followed through the shallows or crossed over swimming on
their horses when the waves became higher”.
1 Llanidan House belonged to Lord Boston, from whom Mr. Williams rented it.
2 Should be South-west.
3 Castell near Bryn Gwyn
4 West
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hence we proceeded along higher ground to a farm house called (fol. 29) Tref Drw
(Druids town) where some of that venerable order are said to have resided [see Fig.4].
Now the name alone records the circumstance to posterity as there is nothing
remaining which can be attributed to so remote a period. But not far distant we were
directed to a quadrangular earth work thrown up on marshy ground near the brook
(or as it is termed by the inhabitants the river Briant). 1 The outer mound 2 measures
fifty yards by forty and is about five feet in height the trench 12 feet wide. Near the
centre of the enclosure we noticed the foundation of another of the circular huts
above mentioned and in an angle to the south east appearances of walls and buildings.
The course of the river must have altered considerably in aftertimes otherwise the
Romans would hardly have chosen so damp a spot even for a temporary encampment.
Still continuing in a northerly /15/direction and leaping over the river Briant we
regained the higher ground near (fol. 29a) Bodower 3 house which is at present
occupied by a farmer who rents the property of Lord Boston. Here we were gratified
by the sight of a very perfect chromlech [sic] standing in a field to the N.W.4 of the
house [see Figs. 5, 6]. The upper stone terminates in a ridge like the roof of a building
and measures seven feet four inches long three feet deep and four wide: this is
sustained by three supporters each three feet in height & nearly the same in thickness.
That cromlechs were not always used (if they were at all) as altars for sacrifice I
think may be demonstrated by the one before us (as its Pyramidical form is by no
means adapted to the purpose. Indeed there is a tradition amongst the Welsh that this
rude memorial was erected over the grave of a British princess named Branwen who
flourished in the year of the world 3105 !!!!). My sketches being finished we
/16/hastened on hoping to reach Mafyrian5 a mile and a half further before the
evening closed in but owing to a mistake of the guide’s we lost our way and
wandered about until it grew quite dark. Our disappointment however was in some
respect alleviated (fol.32) by the intelligence we received of some Roman coins in
possession of a person at Tre Evan 6 a cottage we were to pass on our return. The
moon having by this time risen above the horizon we had a pleasant walk to Tre Evan
and entering the door made known the purport of our visit to the good lady of the
house who readily acknowledged she once had a great many bits of brass money but
thinking them of no value had given them her children to play with. On our anxious
request through our interpreter for a more exact scruitiny [sic] in this important
concern she began rumaging a little cupboard and at length produced a counterfeit
shilling of William the third which she said was all that she retained of any money.
This was a mortifying termination to our suspence [sic] as we were in hope a few

1 Braint
2 Caer Leb
3 Bodowyr
4 Half a mile south-east.
5 Myfyrian
6 Tre Ifan

(fol.32a) might have escaped the general dispertion [sic]. On enquiring how the brass
coins came into her possession she informed us that about six years ago whilst a
labourer was building a wall round a field near her house he took materials for the
purpose from the foundations of some circular buildings (similar to those at Blochti)
in one of which he discovered a millstone containing in the cavity at the centre about
two quarts of brass coins. He also dug up a smaller millstone which she still retained
in her cottage. On producing it I found it of a close texture and tho’ only ten inches in
diameter weighing twenty-six pounds. This probably belonged to a hand mill as it
seems to resemble those I noticed in my excursion along the Roman wall. By the way
the circumstance of finding these coins hid in the foundation of a circular building
sufficiently proves that the Romans occupied the /17/premises after the Britons had
quitted them. We returned at seven o =clock to Moel-don and supped in company with
a young clergyman just appointed to the curacy of the parish. He proved an agreeable
companion and gave us some interesting (fol. 33) information regarding the new
regulations at Oxford. On retiring to our sleeping apartments we found them
altogether the most homely I ever occupied. However as we had made up our minds
not to quarrel with trivial difficulties we resigned ourselves to our lot without
murmuring and sleep soon veiled all in oblivion.
FRIDAY, DECR 3
We were up early this morning but it rained so fast we could not leave the house
till ten. I employed the interval in copying a map of the Island on a large scale which
is to be filled up as we proceed. Accompanied by our new acquaintance we first
visited Llanedwyn 1 church where he officiates for the first time next Sunday. The
church yard and a great part of the parish has lately been enclosed by Lord
Uxbridge ’s park walls and we were not a little surprized [sic] to find a (fol. 33a)
porter=s lodge and a locked gate on the church road.
In the church yard is a flat stone with a Latin inscription to Rowlands the
antiquarian who held this living with Llanidan for many years. We found by the date
that he died in one thousand seven hundred and twenty-seven.
What is very extraordinary for the author of such a book as Mona Antiqua we
were told he was never above once out of the Island in his life.
Llanedwyn church is said by this gentleman to have been originally founded by
Edwen neice or daughter to king Edwin anno domini six hundred and four though
none of the present building we presume can boast of /18/that antiquity it being
formed after the present model of Welsh churches. Yet it retains its bason for holy
water, its modern crosses, and a curious inscription cut on the back of one of the
pews, the letters running in a circle with I. H. S. in the centre. I believe the inscription
is Welsh: the character (fol. 38) apparently that made use of in the time of Henry the
seventh. From hence we pursued our walk across the park towards Lord Uxbridge’s
1 Llanedwen
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house stopping in the way to examine a very large Carnedd 1 or artificial hillock
formed of loose stones but now overgrown with turf and trees [see Figs. 7, 8]. This
remain is one of the most considerable in the island measuring one hundred and
thirty-four paces in circumference. On walking round it we observed a square
opening on the south side which I entered on my hands and knees and found it about
ten feet long, four wide and three high, the sides formed of three large flat stones
placed edgeways in the ground supporting the roof which consists of only two. I have
endeavoured to be as exact as I could in my drawings [see Figs. 9, 10] of this cistfaen
(which without /19/doubt it was) and employed as the grave of some considerable
personage (folio 38a) in ancient times 2/ 0/though Mr. Rowlands appropriates the
carnedd to a very different use and connects it with the religion of the Druids. In his
time three skeletons were discovered in digging near the surface of the carnedd
which gave him an idea of its being a place of sacrifice but he had never an
opportunity of viewing the interior (the opening having been discovered within these
few years) he was unable to speak with certainty on the subject. This was certainly
the mode of sepulture among the Britons, and northern invaders before the
introduction of Christianity, and many of the open parts of England especially
Wiltshire & Dorsetshire abound in them, there they are denomenated [sic] barrows in
Derbyshire & the northern counties they are called lows. The term carnedd implies a
heap of stones.
From hence we proceeded to look at a very large cromlech2 or Druidical altar
preserved in the Park near his lordship =s stables [see Fig. 11]. In our way there we
passed in front of the house a vast pile of building /21/designed by Wyatt and
recently fitted up with every elegance of modern refinement but as the family (fol.41)
were at home we could not visit the interiour [sic]. However I made a drawing of the
cromlech which is nearly four yards long and above a yard thick, the supporters at the
north end nearly five feet high a smaller stone lying close to the other extremity
measuring three feet long and two and a half thick has also its small supporters and is
to all appearance intended as a separate cromlech. A large tree spreading its branches
over the moss grown stone and the venerable wood sheltering the park are still very
impressive and give some idea of the enthusiasm these objects were capable of
inspiring when connected w ith superstition. The stables, not far distant from the spot
are built in a style of gothic architecture resembling an extensive monastery, the
pampered and lazy steeds within their stalls may be considered as no inapt emblem
of the former (fol.41a) inhabitants of such kind of edifices. From hence we walked to
a modern villa situated in another part of the grounds /22/called Fort Caesar built by
Colonel Peacock about 20 years since, but on Lord Uxbridge=s purchasing the
Colonel=s estate it was enclosed within that park, as is also a more ancient mansion
called Plâs Llanedwyn besides many farm houses and cottages. The park wall has not
long since been erected, it is built of stone ten feet high and extends nearly four miles

in length.
Returning to Llanedwyn church we proceeded in company with Mr. Hughes of
Plâs Goch towards Bryn Gwiderin. In our way thither he engaged a young man well
acquainted with the country to conduct us to those places we had marked out in our
list for the day. Bryn Gwidgrin 1 is a natural ledge of rock resembling what we before
noticed at Plâs Goch running for upwards of two miles towards Bryn Shenkin2 the
(fol. 43) Beaumaris road being formed on the summit. /23/The Romans are supposed
to have fixed upon this spot as their principal station in the Island though the shape of
the fortress 3 differs from their usual form being a semicircle ninety yards across
defended by a triple trench to the southward and to the north by the natural barrier
above mentioned [see Fig. 12]. I was anxious to see whether the walls had been
constructed with cement as in the more finished works of the Romans but could gain
no information on the subject having nothing with us to clear away the rubbish from
the surface. On asking the guide whether they had ever discovered any copper coins,
he said oh yes he had some in his possession and off he ran like a dart to his cottage
nearly half a mile distant. We waited his return hoping at length our wishes would be
gratified in this respect when lo! instead of coins bearing the effigies of the Caesars
he produced a handful of (fol. 43a) rough copper ore, on explaining to him what we
wanted saying they resembled a piece of money he said he had one of that kind also
of silver which he picked up a short time since in a field near home whither he
returned with equal alacrity to procure it and shortly made his appearance with a
shilling of Elizabeth’s!!! So much for coins. There seems to be a fatality against my
collecting any. In my excursion along the Roman Wall I heard of many but could
obtain none. Those I procured at Caerwent are unfortunately lost, many have
certainly been dug up in these parts but either lost or disposed of. We continued our
progress from Bryn Gwyderin in a northerly direction towards Mafyrian the distance
of two miles over heaths & bogs. At this place we expected to meet with some
Druidical remains noticed by Mr. Rowlands but they have all been cleared (fol. 45)
away since his time. At Bodlew we experienced a similar disappointment. We
therefore proceeded towards Llanddeiniol church in expectation of /24/ /25/seeing
some painted glass said to have been presented by the notorious Judge Jeffries whose
family formerly resided here but nothing of the kind was to be seen or indeed
anything else for never was I in so dark or dismal a place. But in this parish we were
fully recompensed for all our former disappointments by the sight of the Carnedd at
Bryn Celli.
Accompanied by a young farmer who procured a lanthorn for the purpose we
walked nearly a mile to the south east of the church to the spot where in Mr.
Rowlands’ time there were two carnedds remaining having two rude stone pillars
placed between them but these stones have been employed for the purpose of
1 Gwydryn
2 Brynsiencyn
3 Castell Idris

1 Carnedd at Plas Newydd
2 Cromlech at Plas Newydd
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building a wall near this place as well as a great part (fol. 45a) of the western carnedd
which is nearly destroyed for the same purpose about twenty years ago when the
labourers when digging towards the center [sic] discovered a flat pan about ten
inches overturned bottom upwards and under it a wedge of gold as they pretend the
size of the heater of an iron with a piece of wire passing through the smaller end of it.
The father of the young man who was with us happened to be one of the workmen
employed at the time, but as what they found was immediately taken by Colonel
Peacock the proprietor of the ground the man could give no further account of the
circumstance. I should imagine that what they called the wedge of gold was no other
than one of the brazen celts or sacrificial instruments used in former times which
have been discovered in great numbers in Cornwall and (fol. 46) other parts of the
kingdom. Whilst a farmer was removing some of the stones from the north east side
of the larger carnedd to employ them in his repairs he came to the mouth of a passage
covered with a square stone similar to that at Plâs Newydd, anxious to reap the fruits
of his discovery he procured a light and crept forward on his hands and knees along
the dreary vault, when lo! in a chamber at the further end a figure in white seemed to
forbid his approach. /2 6/The poor man had scarcely power sufficient to crawl
backwards out of this den of spirits as he imagined however in the course of a few
days instigated by the hopes of riches and the presence of many assistants he made
his second entr é into the cavern and finding the white gentleman did not offer to stir
he boldly went (fol. 46a) forward and discovered the object of his apprehensions was
no other than a stone pillar about six feet in height standing in the centre of the
chamber [see Fig.13]. His former consternation could now only be exceeded by his
eagerness to see what was contained beneath the stone which he shortly overturned
but treasure there was none, some large human bones lying near the pillar
sufficiently testifying the purpos e for which the structure was intended. This is the
substance of the account we received from the young man whose father was one of
Colonel Peacock=s labourers and on the premises at the time of the discovery. The
superstition of the common people still supposes this to be the habitation of spirits.
Our two conductors seeming rather to compliment each other about precedence I
took the lanthorn and crawling for about twelve feet along (fol. 47) a narrow passage
got into a more capacious chamber, my companions followed close at my heels and
we assembled to the number of six in this singular sepulchre. The passage by which
we entered is about three feet high and a little more in breadth and was formed like
that we noticed at P1âs Newydd with flat stones stuck endways and covered with
others of still greater magnitude laid across. I have still my doubts that if the former
was further explored it might terminate in a similar vault to what we are now
speaking of. The height of the chamber is nine feet, its form nearly triangular some of
the sides being about three yards long and four or five feet high. The intermediate
space up to the roof is filled with stones placed one above the other in the manner
they build walls but without any kind of cement. Two prodigious flat /27/stones
covered the whole one about three yards in length and two in breadth (fol.47a) the
other not quite so large. These are of a gritty substance not like any stone found in the
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vicinity. The pillar still lying in the cavern is a kind of freestone and seems to have
been rounded by the tool. On examining more minutely this singular structure we
were not a little annoyed by a tribe of immense spiders who have reigned here
unmolested for ages the cones containing their young ones suspended from different
parts of the roof nearly as large as those of silk worms.
I suppose we were in this mansion of the dead half an hour and on regaining the
open air found the evening shut in, and the gloom still heightened by a heavy rain
which accompanied us the whole way to Moel-don where we arrived very wet to a
late dinner and went early to bed.
(Fol.48) SATURDAY DECR.4
`We were up as soon as it was light this morning and having taken leave of our
new acquaintance who seems destined to vegetate on sixty pounds per annum with
the charge of three churches and a wife into the bargain, we proceeded along the
shore of the Menai to Llanidan. In our way observed more particularly Pant y scraffie
the meadow where the Romans are supposed to have effected their landing. Mr.
Rowland with some probability derives y scraffie from the Latin word scaphae a
kind of flat boats or skiffs best adapted for a shallow coast. We stopped a few
minutes at Llanidan to look at the inside of the church [see Fig. 14]. Mr. Williams
senior, who died last week at Bath1 is expected to be interred here. Like Sir Benjamin
Hamet and Mr. Allen though sprung from a mean origin he (fol. 48a) acquired a
princely fortune having been first agent and then afterwards partner in that lucrative
/28/concern the Parys mine. I took a drawing of Llanidan church and afterwards
copied an inscription in the church yard bearing date 1640 [see Fig. 15] the character
differs from most others of the same period. The interior of the building has little to
attract notice but Russell copied the following inscription to a Mr. Fitz Gerald who
appears to have been resident at the old mansion at Bodowyr in the beginning of the
last century. Some arms of a prior date let into the wall near the communion table are
I believe the same as those placed over the entrance door of the house. “Here lyeth
Price Fitz Gerald of Bodowir Gent son of Edmund Fitz Gerald Gent. and Mary Price
who died April xii MDCCIX being lineally descended from Gerard Oge of Rathrown
who was (fol. 51) descended from Mac Thomas a younger son of the Earl of Kildare
in Ireland aet xxxiv. iv. M 8 RIP.” The lad who had been our conductor yesterday
still accompanied us and I confess I was not a little pleased with his disinterested
attention. We took nearly the same route we had done before from Bryn Shenkin to
Blochti in order to see a cromlech2 called Maen Llhwyd, not having been able to
procure any intelligence respecting it when here the other day [see Fig. 16].
/29/The cap stone and its three supporters remain still on the spot but have long
since been thrown prostrate on the ground. If I remember right Mr. Rowlands speaks
1 [Thomas Williams - T?m Chwarae Teg]
2 Perthi Duon ?
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of it as a demolished cromlech in his time. The cap stone is nearly circular measuring
about two yards and a half in diameter and a yard in thickness, The two supporters
lying near it are about two yards each in length, the third we could not take the
dimensions of (fol. 51a) because the cap stone had fallen over it.
From Maen Llhwyd we took the direction to Bodowyr which gave us an
opportunity of seeing Tre Fwry the field in which the Roman coins were dug up.
/30/Four or five circular buildings may here be traced close to the brook Briant.
I believe that most of the stones that form the wall round the field were taken
from this spot. Having taken a rough sketch of the place we proceeded on to
Bodowyr. In a stubble field rather to the westward of the house we noticed some
foundations of buildings covering about an acre of ground. The country people have
a tradition that a large town once stood here but so many of the stones have been
removed to clear the ground it is impossible to form any idea respecting it.
Proceeding across the fields for three1 miles to the north west we came to a farm
house called Fron Dûg2 where we had been directed to enquire for a stone (fol. 54)
with an inscription now employed as a gatepost on the premises [see Fig. 17]. We
soon found the spot and we endeavoured to trace the rude characters with as much
/31/ care as possible. I imagine the stone was intended for a boundary and that the VI
and the letters underneath refer to some measurement of property. The other part I
think is more intelligible and thus read Mad. Filius Lluricini erexit hunc lapidem.
The farmer living on the spot gave a curious account of the stone having once
been taken away to be employed in building a limekiln by a person in the
neighbourhood but he added with great earnestness that nothing succeeded with him
till he had again restored it to its place. It now forms a gate post though the gate is
hung on the opposite side of the /32/way. We here separated from the good natured
lad who had attended us so many miles and finding him superior to any pecuniary
recompence [sic] I gave (fol. 54a) him a silk handkerchief from my neck which he
says he shall keep as long as he lives. Before he left us he made interest at a farm
house for horses to carry us over Malltreath3 a swampy flat covered by the sea at high
tides. However we passed without difficulty pushing straight forwards towards a
village church called Treasdreath4 and passed a large stone called Maen hîr. From
hence leaving Mr. Meyrick=s house a large mansion to the left we made the best of
our way to Llancadwaladr church about two miles distant [see Fig. 18]. We had
noted down this place from Mr. Rowlands on account of an ancient inscription
placed there by Cadwalader last king of the Britons to commemorate Catamanus or
Catwallon his grandfather. The characters are very deeply cut on a stone above four
feet long forming the lintern to the doorway of the church /33/and is read Catamanus
Rex sapientissimus opinatissimus omnium (fol. 58) regum [see Fig. 19]. This Cadfan
1 A mile and a quarter south-west
2 Frondeg
3 Malltraeth
4 Trefdraeth

or Catamanus according to Mr. Rowlands was chosen King of the Britons anno six
hundred and thirteen and is said to have been buried in the Isle of Bardsey but in Sir
John Wynne’s pedigree we find an account of a Cadwallader of a much later date he
being brother of Owen Gwynnedd [sic] stiled king of Wales, Whether this was the
person who founded the church or whether it was built as Mr. Rowlands says prior to
that period the Welsh historians must determine. I only hint this because I found
nothing in the structure of the building to corroborate so remote an antiquity as the
chief window to the east appears to be about the time of Henry the seventh or eighth
and on it is some painted glass in the characters of that age (fol. 58a). A chapel
attached to the north side of the church was built anno sixteen hundred sixty six by
dame Owen as we learnt by the following inscription over the doorway. This chapel
was built by Anne Owen widdowe, daughter /34/ and inheretrix [sic] of Richard
Williams of Llasdulas 1 Esqre according to the direction of her deare husband Hugh
Owen Esqre sixteen hundred sixty one. Under some arms painted on the glass of the
chapel was, appointed by her deare husband Hugh Owen sonne and heir of Will
Owen of Bodowen Esqre and erected by his dear wife Anne.
Under a monument erected against the east wall of the church where a knight in
armour and a lady /35/are kneeling before an altar are the following curious lines
containing more of loyalty than poesy (fol. 59) To the memory of Hugh Owen Esqre of Bodowen who died the twenty first of
October sixteen hundred fifty nine [see Fig. 20].
Religion, learning, friends, poor have lost
A noble patron who maintained them at his cost
His country =s patriot most firme to loyalty
And for being loyal suffer ’d infinitely
With foes would not cologue nor his prince betray
But livde his faithful subject every day.
This monument was made by Anne his beloved wife the daughter and inheritrix of
Richard Williams of Llasdulas Esqre in memory of her deare husband sixteen
hundred sixty.
Mr. Meyricke the owner of Bodowen is first repairing his family chapel on the
opposite side. The original edifice as appears by a stone lying in the church was built
by Richard Meyricke Esqn anno sixteen hundred forty (fol. 59a) and the vault
underneath by his great grandson Owen Meyricke Esqre seventeen hundred thirty.
The evening was closing in fast before we had finished our observations at
Llancadwaladr.
A dreary walk of two miles over the sands to Aberffraw was rendered still more
disagreeable by an incessant and heavy rain and we had no small degree of anxiety
1 Llysdulas
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the whole of our walk lest we should be still more unfortunate in not gaining
admittance at the public house as we understood that a number of Westleans with Mr.
Charles at their head were to have a meeting the following day in the village.
However on our arrival at the house we found a good welcome and much better
quarters than we had reason to expect. After a comfortable supper of boiled rabbit we
retired to rest.
/36/(fol. 61) SUNDAY, DECR. 5
This morning after breakfast the weather being tolerably fair we walked to
Henblâs in the parish of Llangristiolus in expectation of seeing a cromlech [see
Fig.21] mentioned in our list. In our way thither we skirted a lake about two miles in
circumference and noticed large flocks of wild ducks and other acquatic [sic] birds
near the shore but on our approach they swam immediately to the middle of the water.
About a mile and a half beyond we passed a large house called Trefyla1 belonging to
Mr. Evans and at Henblâs another the property of his sister but at present only
tenanted by a gardener who accompanied us over the fields to the object we came in
search of. We here found three immense stones two of them above fifteen feet high
and nearly the same in width standing upright in the ground, another of a (fol. 61a)
flatter form leant against them. I cannot imagine there is anything artificial in the
arrangements of these ponderous bodies but that their /37/position is the one they
were placed in by the hand of nature. Whether they ever were or were not employed
by the Druids I do not pretend to determine. And here we may observe the word
cromlech is applied by the Welsh indiscriminately to stones either natural or artificial
if they are only found inclining in such a direction that there is a hollow underneath.
The largest stone in the pass of Llanberis which not many years ago rolled from the
heights above obtains the name of cromlech vawr and the same may be observed in
many other instances. On returning from this spot the gardener who seemed to be an
intelligent man pointed to a rising ground to the southwardabout two miles off which
he said was called (fol. 62) Ester 2 mon eglwr where are still to be traced the
foundations of an ancient fortress and tradition says a lofty watch tower once stood
on this eminence commanding the /38/circumference of the Island. From hence a
causeway ran across the low ground towards a large carnedd wherein were
discovered many human bones. Not far from hence he himself picked up a piece of
silver coin which he had given to a lady in the neighbourhood. As we had received
intelligence of some old characters cut in the wall of Cerigainwyn 3 Church [see Fig.
22] we walked thither and were glad to find something better worthy of notice than
the cromlech we had quitted for here are still visible some large Saxon characters cut
1 Trefeilir
2 Tregarnedd ? Three miles to the south. “ Ester mon eglwr” - should this read .... maes elidr ? “Esgair
maes elidr ” ?
3 Cerrig ceinwen
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very deep in the stone of the clochti or belfry [see Figs. 23,24]. In order to
/39/transcribe them more perfectly I procured a ladder and mounted aloft but this (fol.
62a) enterprize [sic] was attended with no small difficulty for being obliged to
employ both hands while sketching and the ladder lying very slanting I could only
depend upon the toes of my boots for support against the wall. Whilst thus situated
there came on a violent storm of sleet and hail which so benumbed my hands I
hurried the business more than I otherwise should have done but still I think I have
the drawing pretty exact. These rude Saxon characters appear to be coeval with the
building /40/and probably were designed to perpetuate the name of its founder and
the date of the foundation but when /41/the original edifice grew to decay they were
taken out of their original order and placed just as they happened to come into use in
the building [of] the clochti so that many of the letters are lost or inverted. I think I
am authorized to make this conjecture by the (fol. 69) present appearance of the U
and the S which are evidently reversed. Other letters are also wanting to make good
the inscription. The font within the church is without doubt equally ancient as it
retains the Runic lines and ornaments which were used among the northern nations
of the sixth and seventh century. Of this I made three drawings [see Figs. 25, 26, 27].
The clerk a sur1y Jewish looking fellow seemed at first inclined to be very impudent,
but I did not neglect to fee him for the same reason the Angel did the Miser in
Parnell’s beautiful poem of the Hermit namely to make him more civil and attentive
to other travellers should curiosity ever lead them to this spot. The clouds now
gathering round us and everything seeming to portend bad weather we made the best
of our way to Aberffraw having altogether walked twelve miles.
/42/(fol. 69a) MONDAY, DECR. 6
We found there was so much to be seen in the neighbourhood of Aberffraw that
we determined on prolonging our stay for another day at our present station. About
nine attended by the same person who went with us yesterday we walked to the
parish church which outwardly resembles other Welsh buildings of the kind but on
entering we observed a neat turned Saxon arch to the west end u nderneath the clochti
[see Fig.28] an evident token that this part of the building was of a more ancient date
and most likely erected during the times the Saxons held the Island which was for
above a century. Aberffraw afterwards became the residence of the North Welsh
princes and we may suppose it was a place of the greatest consequence in the Island
though now it scarcely deserves the title of a village.
/43/(fol. 73) Not far from the church they point out a field where the palace of
Llewelyn stood but no traces remain the ground having been cleared quite to the
foundation. Proceeding in a northwesterly direction for a mile and a half we came to
the little church of Llangwyfan [see Fig. 54]. This is erected on a rocky peninsula
jutting out into the sea and is an Island at high water so that not unfrequently the
congregation are interrupted in their devotion by the rapid approach of the waves.
From its exposed situation to the weather and from the spray of the sea beating
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against its walls the stones in part s are fretted like a honeycomb which gives it a most
venerable appearance though from the shape of the windows at the east end I should
not suppose it was above four centuries standing. Whilst I was sketching the font and
part of the interior [see Fig.29] Russell copied a curious (fol. 73a) epitaph to the
memory of Mr. Woode written about the year sixteen hundred two an age remarkable
for its false wit and / 44/punning indeed must have been very prevalent to have found
its way to so remote a quarter as this. Inscribed on a brass plate let into a stone slab it;
the following epitaph:
Felix ter felix marmor quia nobile lignum
Quo caret infelix insula marmor habes
Owen et patriae vivens fuit utile lignum
Et lignum vitae post sua fata Deo
Filius ista meo posui monumenta parenti
Sic precor et tecum nomen [et] Owen idem
In obitum Oweni Woode armigeri qui
Obiit 6 die April Ao Dni 1602 Aetat 70.1
(fol. 76) In our way back we collected some beautiful specimens of sea weed and
a few shells and passing by a large mansion 2 house [see Fig. 30] the former
habitation of this Mr. Woode but now rented of Mr. Meyricke by a farmer we walked
a mile farther to M?nnedd3 Cnwc having understood there was a cromlech to be seen
there.
M?nnedd Cnwc is a promontory running two or /45/three hundred yards into the
sea and forming the northern boundary of a small bay called Port Tre Castel to the
south of which on a semicircular rock about fifty yards over jutting into the bay we
observed a deep trench and mound cut towards the land side and a square earth work
of smaller dimensions a little beyond this doubtless was the work of invaders on their
first landing. Instead of a cromlech at M?nnedd Cnwc we found the vestiges of a
large carnedd [see Fig.31] many of the flat stones of the cist faen or chamber are still
remaining but the small ones have been almost all removed to build a wall close at
hand (fol. 77a). On another fork of the peninsula about an hundred yards distant we
observed the traces of another carnedd of much smaller dimensions. From the nature
of their situation, the bay, the earth work &c. it is not improbable to suppose that an
1 The following scans in hexameters:“Blessed, thrice blessed, O marble, because you hold the noble Wood, which the unhappy island now
misses. While alive, Owen was a useful wood to his homeland and after his death, he is the Wood of life [a
play on lignum vitae, presumably] to God. I, his son, set up this monument to my father. This is my prayer,
whose name is the same as yours, Owen. ”
The remainder reads “ On the death of Owen Woode, armigerous [ ie. bore a coat of arms] who died on the
6th day of April in the year of our Lord 1602 aged 70 .”
2 Llangwyfan House
3 Mynydd Cnwc
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engagement here took place with the natives wherein some principal officers
/46/were slain and interred on the spot. A natural cavern in the rock penetrates for
some distance in the peninsula but it being high tide we could not satisfy our
curiosity in examining it. The country people have a strange idea of spirits haunting
these carnedds and frequently see lights (Ignis fatuus) hovering round the point.
They moreover report that an iron boot was dug up not long ago full of money but on
further enquiry the money vanished and so did the boot too. By the description of a
man who had seen it I believe it was no other than a gambado belonging to Mr.
Woode or some of his descendants
(fol. 80) Hence continuing our walk to the northward we passed through the
parish of Llanfaelog and about half a mile beyond the church came to a very perfect
cromlech. 1 The cap stone is rather of an oblong shape and measured sixteen feet long,
six wide, and three thick [see Fig. 32]. It only rested upon three supporters each
about three feet high although there were four /47/placed in the ground. Near the
cromlech were lying two large stones, the one seventeen feet long and three thick.
Having made two drawings on the spot we were invited by a country woman to take
some refreshment at her house, and whilst she went forward to prepare for our
reception we walked about half a mile further towards the river Crighill2 to see
another cromlech. 3 This stood on low ground quite in a swamp the cap stone like that
at Maen Llhwyd has been thrown down and its supporters lie near it [see Fig. 33].
Also many other stones from three to five feet long to the number of thirty lie (fol.
80a) scattered in all directions around it. Having hastily sketched this remain we
followed the direction of a person who persuaded us there were some very ancient
letters on a stone placed in a wall about an hundred yards distant. Above a quarter of
an hour was employed to no purpose in the search. At length assisted by some men
who came /48/from a neighbouring field whose zeal in the business was augmented
by the promise of a shilling we discovered the valuable antique which had been
emp loyed as a land mark and traced the letters o. w. one thousand six hundred and
sixty four very legibly on the surface.
How many hundreds would have laughed at the distress of the young
antiquarians on this occasion but as the more learned of that venerable society are
continually exposed to similar or greater mistakes we must find shelter from the
shafts of ridicule under the shade of (fol. 82) their protecting wings. At the farm
house we found some white bread and cheese and butter milk placed on a clean cloth
waiting our arrival and returning many thanks to our kind entertainer who was as
pretty as she was obliging we took our leave and proceeded towards a barn in the
neighbourhood where with the assistance of a lanthorn I traced the characters |\ALIS
deeply cut in a stone now serving as the lintern to a small window but said to have
been taken from a field near the spot. I think these characters are Roman as the style
1 At Ty Newydd
2 Crigyll
3 At Pentre Traeth [not Pentraeth as stated]
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of the L cut obliquely much resembles what I have noticed on some inscriptions in
the north of England made a short time before the Romans quitted the island.
Returned to Aberffraw across a large warren apparently well stocked with rabbits.
They are sold in these parts for fourpence apiece, fowls are also equally cheap, so
that with the assistance of fish the inhabitants can fare very luxuriantly without
butcher=s meat. A farmer overtook (fol. 82a) and accompanied us to Aberffraw. In
the course of conversation he said it was this day seventeen years being the
Carnarvon fair on which the passage boat was lost and eighty people perished in the
Menai most of whom were inhabitants of the island by which sad catastrophy [sic]
nearly every family had to lament the loss of some relative.
In the evening we received a visit from Mr. Rowlands curate of Aberffraw, on
enquiring of him what /49/was become of the various coins which had been dug up in
these parts of the island he said that most of them had been taken to Mr. Meyricke
who he was sure would be very happy in shewing them to us, but we were so
apprehensive of being detained by the weather at this time of the year that we could
not venture to spend the following day at Aberffraw though the civility and attention
we experienced from our hostess would have been a strong inducement at a more
favourab le season.
(fol. 83) TUESDAY, DECR. 7
Having paid a very reasonable bill at Aberffraw we quitted it this morning about
ten and pursued the same track we had done yesterday for about three miles when
crossing the Crighyll and traversing a bleak heath rendered still more unpleasant by
heavy storms of wind and rain we arrived at Llanfihangle yn nhewlyn1 expecting to
find. Some ancient remains in this parish. We only saw some large loose stones upon
the summit of the rocks which seem to have little claim to the interference of the
Druids to place them in their present position. On enquiring at a cottage near this spot
whether there were any carnedds or chromlechs [sic] to be seen we exposed
ourselves to the ridicule of two old women who enjoyed a hearty laugh at our
walking in the rain to hunt after stones.
Skirting two large pools of water we pursued our way to Bodedern situated on the
turnpike road about eight miles from Holyhead. This place did not prepossess us
much in its favour as it seemed to promise but sorry accommodations (fol. 83a).
However we were obliged to put up with them unless we made up our minds to reach
Holyhead which would have thrown us nearly a day backward in our march. Having
ordered the best the house could afford for dinner we walked nearly a /50/mile along
the turnpike road in the direction of Gwindy 2 when turning off into a field to the left
we approached one of the finest and most finished cromlechs3 we have yet seen in
1 Nhewyn
2 Gwyndy
3 At Presaddfed

the island the cap stone measuring four yards and a half long four yards wide and two
yards thick1 its three supporters each about a yard and a half high [see Figs. 34, 35].
Indeed there is a fourth nearly of the same height but it does not touch the stone
above. Under this cromlech we were informed a whole family who had been ejected
from their habitation sought shelter during the last winter. There was another
cromlech close at hand but the cap stone had been forced down and rests in a slanting
direction against the supporters the top stone of this measured three y ards long and
two yards and (fol. 87) a half wide and its supporters nearly two yards high. An old
mansion near the spot was we understand the residence of Miss Buckley the lady
who married King /51/master of the ceremonies at Bath. The premises seem to be
very much out of repair having been untenanted for some time. Returned about four
to our homely dinner of bacon and greens. In the evening after retracing my sketches
I took a copy of a plan that was in the room of the intended bridge over the Menai.
This if it ever is put into execution will be a stupendous work as it will be nearly half
a mile long and built pretty strong to resist the tides. On the twenty-ninth of April
1785 a meeting was first held for the purpose of consulting about it at St. Alban=s
tavern when the following resolutions passed: first, that the erecting a carriage bridge
over the streights [sic] of the Menai will be of great public utility - second - that it
appears from the reports and concurrent opinions of several able engineers that the
erecting a timber bridge upon piles with three swivel bridges will not be detrimental
(fol. 87a) to the navigation of the said streights [sic] and therefore we approve of a
bridge being erected on / 52/that plan, third, that we will support the application made
to parliament for an act for building a bridge across the said streights agreeable to the
above plan. N. Bailey, chairman. Afterwards follow the signature of the noblemen
and gentlemen. Here we see the first intention was to have constructed one of wood
with three swivel bridges for the convenience of vessels passing to and fro. Now
according to the present plan it is to be of stone with three center arches sufficiently
wide and high to permit a ship to pass with all her sails set. God knows whether this
plan will ever be brought to perfection but in this mechanical age we can scarcely
wonder at the projection of any enterprize [sic] however vast or difficult. If we were
not pleased with our fare much less were we with our sleeping apartments at this
place the upper story was (fol. 89) without ceilings running clear up to the roof being
divided into stalls rather than chambers by deal boards wherein are placed the
different beds for the family and strangers We slept in separate beds it is true, but
every word that was said, nor ought that was done could pass unheard for all was as
manifest to the ear at least as though we had been in the same dormontory [sic]. I was
unfortunately situated, in having some snorers close to my bed head, and the deal not
being above half an inch thick I may literally say they were close at my ear. Different
kinds of music resounded from different parts of the room. I bore all this harmonious
combination of sounds with the philosophy of a stoic till the clock struck three, when
my next neighbour played so violently on the double bass I lost all patience and
1 Feet ?
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began knocking with equal violence on the partition between us. This not only awoke
him but every part of the house was soon in motion and the host got up grumbling
and swearing and called the people about him to go and (fol. 89a) see who it was who
knocked at the door for they imagined it was some traveller who wished to gain
admittance. In the course of an hour when the tumult /53/was subsided I dropped
asleep and was roused by our guide whom I had ordered to call me at half past six.
WEDNESDAY, DECR. 8
We were not sorry to leave this place as soon as it was light paying much higher
for our miserable entertainment than we had done at any place in the island. First
directed our steps along the turnpike to Llandrûgan, 1 situated near Gwindy the
halfway house between Beaumaris and Holyhead our host having given us to
understand there was a very ancient stone near the church which many travellers
went to look at but few could read the inscription. He himself among the rest
although he said he was a good schollar [sic] having been clerk of Bodedern many
years could (fol. 90) make nothing of it. On arriving at the spot we found a flat tomb
stone to the right of the entrance door bearing the following lines legibly cut on its
surface:
Reader in me doe thou thyself behold
Wilome full hie but now full low in mould
Bodychens heyr I was my name was John
The second who that sirname fixt upon
Credit nor wealth nor friends I did not lacke
Heare dead and dust loe all doe me forsake
The day draws on when God me hence shell raise
Amongst his chosen his great name to praise.
On the side nearest the church door:
Obiit apud Bodechen decimo die Junii incarnationis milessimo sexto centessimo
tricessimo none aetatis suae septuagesimo. 2
On the opposite side:
Moestissima uxor Margaretta monumentum hoc delectessimo conjugi piae
memoriae amoris ergo posuit vicessimo die Martii anno milessimo sexgentessimo
quadragessimo. 3
1 Llandrygarn
2 “ Died at Bodychen 10th June 1639 in his 70 th year ”.
3 His grieving wife Margaret placed this monument in memory of their love 20th March 1640.
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Though we copied the inscription being on the spot /54/we did not think it
deserving a digression of three miles to read especially as we had so much to perform
before night.
Hence we hastened forward to Llantrisant not without some apprehension in
being equally deceived in an ancient inscription we learnt was to be seen there cut on
the stone 1 of a gateway. On enquiring at a farm house we found it had been taken up
from the gate and placed in a kind of shed as a block to chop sticks on. This
intelligence conveyed through our interpreter did not quiet our fears for the fate of
the inscription, however towards the place we went and fortunately found the stone
lying with the inscription downwards (fol. 92). On the edge was engraved Aroe
lapidibus in the manner I have shewn in my sketch. Having with the assistance of
four stout fellows turned the stone I traced as nearly as I could the characters as they
appear in my drawing [see Fig. 36]. The stone was of a lozenge form about six feet
high and three wide, and I conjecture was first of all employed by the Romans as a
direction across the country, as the words Aroe lapidibus to the stones of Aroe seem
to imply. The second inscription was probably cut some centuries after in monkish
times as appears by the words moribus disciplinae et sapientiae coming together in
the conclusion of the sentence. Indeed many of the upright pillars we have met with
in the island I imagine were intended as directions or boundaries and not at all
connected with druidical worship as Mr. Rowlands seems to suppose. The day by
this time being far advanced we exerted ourselves as much as the country would (fol.
92a) allow to gain Llanbabo church four miles distant in sufficient time to copy an
ancient stone dug up here in the reign of Charles the second bearing the effigies of
Pabo post Prid or Prince Pabo the support of Britain who flourished about the year
four hundred sixty and who is said to have / 55/ /56/built and to have been buried in
this church. His effigies are designed on a flat stone resembling free stone, the figure
crowned with a sceptre in its right hand and a close garment down to its feet. On the
edge of the stone these characters are cut hic jacet Pabo post Prid the remainder is
very much defaced but I should read it qui edificavit hanc ecclesiam.
For my own part I cannot but think that the whole of this is some ages later than
Pabo=s time as both the sculpture and the formation of the letters are those of the
thirteenth or fourteenth century. We know that in Roman catholic countries it is very
common for the priests to preserve (fol. 95) the effigies of their founders and
benefactors in their churches and monasteries and might not this have been presented
to the church by some rich family in the neighbourhood by way of acquiring the
favour of the sainted patron. The letters here noticed very much resemble those I
have copied from the monument in Bettws y Coed church in Carnarvonshire. I took
as perfect a drawing as my time would allow and afterwards just sketched the
entrance door and three uncooth [sic] and at present whitewashed visages let into the
stone above and on each side of it. These are of such rude workmanship that I should
1 Now at Trescawen
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rather attribute them to the time of Pabo than the subject we have just considered. A
kind of waving line over the arch of the door as described in my sketch is I conjecture
no less antique. The church itself differs in no other respect from the generality of
Welsh buildings, and the parish is so scattered that not above two houses are to be
seen in any direction.
From hence to Llanfechell we experienced a dirty swampy and fatiguing walk
(fol. 95a) of four miles and the termination of it was rendered still more unfortunate
as we found the public house so indifferent we could not think of spending the night
there accordingly we hastened by the light of the moon to examine some stones and a
cromlech about half a mile beyond [see Fig. 37] leaving our interpreter who seemed
to be /57/pretty well tired of antique hunting to eat his dinner, in the interim the host
of the public house officiating in his stead. Under his guidance we first visited three
upright stones standing on a rising ground placed three paces asunder forming an
exact triangle. They were about seven feet high and two feet and a half wide, These I
make no doubt were intended as a direction to travellers as they might be seen from
every rising hillock in the neighbourhood and also from the coast, we could not learn
that they were called by any particular name if it had sounded anything like aroe it
would have thrown some light upon the inscription in Llantrisant parish.
From hence passing by an old (fol. 98) mansion named cromlech now tenanted
by a farmer we came to the spot where many large stones were lying scattered
promiscuously on the ground and one nearly square measuring nine feet across
leaning against some uprights about six feet high. From the appearance of this place
I should rather imagine that it had been /58/the interior or cistfaen of a carnedd and
this opinion seems somewhat confirmed by the accounts of the common people who
remember great quantities of stone having been removed to form a wall. Returning to
the public house we made a meal on bread and cheese and afterwards procuring the
key of the church [see Fig. 38] we examined its interior. The font is square having a
double Saxon arch rudely carved on each face. Over the communion table is a Latin
inscription to Mr. Humphreys Rector of the parish which we transcribed:
Cineribus sacrum
H. S. E.
(fol. 98a) ROBERTUS HUMPHREYS M.A.
vir eruditus perquam et modestus
Rei medicae
praesertim botanicae apprime gnarus
Praxique claruit
hujus ecclesiae per tria et amplius lustra

positum voluit 1
A long five miles walk brought us to Amlwch where with some little difficulty
(the hostess not admiring our pedestrian appearance) we gained admittance, a good
supper and comfortable sleeping apartments which indeed were not a little refreshing
after (fol. 101) the labours of the day and the adventures of the preceeding [sic] night.
THURSDAY, DECR. 9
Amlwch is a long straggling place and may contain from four to five thousand
inhabitants though before the working of the Parys mines there were not an hundred
tenements in the parish. Besides two or three good houses a church has been lately
erected by the copper company on a neat substantial plan, and a quay formed near the
smelting houses where ships of two or three hundred tons burthen may take in their
lading. These we passed in our way to Llanelian church [see Fig. 39] this morning
which we had been directed to examine as one of the most curious structures in the
island. This church differs from most others in North Wales in having a kind of spire
rising from a square tower. I cannot say that this edition [sic] is very elegant it being
coated all the way up with small slate. The body of the church is ornamented with
battlements, pinnacles, and (fol. 101a) buttresses in the style of our parish churches
built about the time of Henry the seventh. Having procured the key we found the
interior still retaining its catholic collection of saints and apostles, and the seats,
chancel, and communion table, were decorated with a profusion of carving in oak.
On the latter on a kind of scroll we read non nobis Domine non nobis sed nomine tuo.
Beneath the arches /60/which supported the roof of the building were six grotesque
little figures, playing on the bagpipe, pibcorn, and other instruments, their
appearance is rendered still more ridiculous by their being painted in black coats,
yellow waistcoats, and white wigs. In a small chapel attached to the south east end of
the church (which is said to have been the original edifice founded by Saint Elian)
there is a kind of semicircular chest or cabinet made of oak into which whoever can
enter and turn himself round is sure in the opinion of the vulgar to live out the year
but if he fails it will (fol. 102) prove fatal to him. People from all parts come at stated
periods to try their destiny in this absurd way. There is also an old chest well secured
by bolts bars and nails in another part of the church having a small slit in the lid
through which the country people are said to drop a piece of money uttering their
maledictions against their enemies the black gentleman is thus feed to work evil
against the offender, this /61/uncharitable and unchristian custom if true seems

/59/
Extitit Rector
obiit XIII id Junii anno MDCCIX
Aetatis suae LVIII
Dnus dnus Ricardus Nicom. Bulkeley pro digno qui haberet defuncto hoc
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1 “ Sacred to the ashes /Here lies Robert Humphries M.A./a most learned and modest man/ Of medical,
and especially botanical matters/he was particularly knowledgeable and was famous in his practice [of
them]./Of this church through three five-year periods and more he was rector./ He died on the 13th day
before the Ides of June in the year 1709, in the 58 th year of his age./Master Richard Nicom. Bulkeley
wished this to be erected for the deceased who was worthy to have it”.
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almost too bad even for monkish times much worse to be continued now. Having
viewed these relics of superstition we ascended by a circular tower to the roof of the
church which is very nicely leaded. On enquiring afterwards of a Welsh clergyman
why Llanelian was so much bett er taken care of than other parish churches I found
that some lands had been appropriated by one of the Welsh princes centuries ago by
way of expiation for his sins to keep it in constant repair, this accounts for its having
a steeple, being leaded, &c. &c.
After sketching the building we returned (fol. 102a) to Amlwch, on our way
thither obtained a very clear view of the Isle of Man lying only sixteen leagues to the
north of this coast. Could we have insured a week=s fine weather we should not have
hesitated an instant including that island in our circuit as I have long wished to satisfy
myself respecting some ancient inscriptions at Pielstown. I understand there is
almost daily communication through the herring boats which come here to dispose of
their cargoes. Having taken a slight repast at Amlwch we proceeded to the Parys
mountain which of late years has enriched not only many individuals but the nation
at large. It lies about a mile south of the town and though denominated a mountain, in
Carnarvonshire at least would be deemed a very inconsiderable hillock. The
approach to it is dreary in the extreme for the sulphurious steams issuing from the
copper kilns have destroyed every germ of vegetation in the neighbourhood. When
we had gained (fol. 103) the higher ground the uninteresting and gloomy prospect we
had hitherto observed was at once converted into the most lively and active scene.
Hundreds of men, women, and children, appeared busily occupied in the different
branches of this vast concern and the bustle of the metropolis prevailed amidst the
dreary recesses of the Druids. The produce of the mountain belongs to two different
companies /62/one called the Parys Mine shared between Lord Uxbridge, Mr.
Hughes, and Mr. Williams. The other, the Mona mine I believe is Lord Uxbridge’s
alone.
Our servant having delivered a message from the people of the inn to one of the
overseers of the Parys mine, he accompanied us over the works. A stranger not
acquainted with mining concerns cannot do better than take his first lesson at this
place. There being no necessity of descending into subterrianean [sic] abodes to
grope out for information by candle light, incommoded by damp, dirt, and foul
vapours, for all is here worked open to the day and by taking his station in one (fol.
103a) point he can command a view of the whole proceedings from the beginning to
the end and receive every satisfactory explanation almost without moving from the
spot. We first were conducted to some wooden stages erected on the edge of the
bas on if I may so employ that term to an immense excavation of an oval form about
two hundred yards long, half so much in width and eighty in depth which has been
hollowed out in the course of twenty years, these wooden stages are each supplied
with a windlass for the purpose of drawing up the ore from the bottom. On looking
down from hence to the chasm beneath, we saw the rock rich with ore of a light gold
colour which the miners were busily employed in boring, blasting, breaking with
sledge hammers, wheeling the fragments to appointed places beneath the stages
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filling the baskets which were hauled up as before mentioned by the windlass. There
might be from twelve to fourteen stages erected for this purpose in different (fol. 104)
parts of the mine.
As soon as the commodity is landed it is delivered to a number of women and
children to be broken into smaller pieces. The good ore is then separated from that of
an inferior sort and carried to kilns to be baked. The sulphur forms in what is called
flour brimston e by the chymists on the top of the oven. 6/ 3/This is afterwards
collected, melted in large cauldrons and formed into round moulds for sale.
We understood that the better kind of ore was sent to Neath and other places, and
the inferior to the smelting houses at Amlwch. In walking round the premises we
crossed a small stream running into some square reservoirs, this water was so
impregnated with copper that merely the dipping a key in for two or three seconds
rendered it entirely the colour of that metal. The square reservoirs above mentioned
was stored with all the old iron that could be collected which are turned monthly the
coperas [sic] on them sinking in a kind (fol. 104a) of red slime to the bottom.
At stated times the pits are emptied and the produce when hardened becomes
equally valuable to the richest ore in the mines. We may be sure that every drop of
this precious stream is turned to the best account possible indeed so productive is it
that they compute it to be worth above three halfpence a quart. On entering the
compting house one of the clerks sitting there obligingly gratified us with the sight of
a number of drawers full of the most beautiful specimens of minerals I ever saw and
moreover requested us to take our choice of what we most admired. We were
constrained to be very moderate on account of the weight of the article but if we
could have procured a ready carriage I fancy we should have been rather more
greedy in our selection. As it was we took nearly five pounds= weight of the
following minerals and mixtures (fol. 105):
First. Mundig containing sulphur and iron.
2. Iron incrusted with lead chrystals.
3. Copper ore.
4. Copper ore after roasting.
5. Copper taken from the reservoir of old iron.
6. Quartz containing copper ore.
7. Zink [sic] commonly called black Jack incorporated with copper rock holding a
small quantity of lead.
8. Quartz with a little of the zink and chrystals.
/64/
9. Pure copper.
10. Blue stone issuing from the copper rocks.
11. Sulphur.
l2. Copper coming from the old iron after it is dried.
Hence we just looked into the assay house but could not see the process the man
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having concluded work we also viewed the kilns and the coppers where the sulphur
is melted. Having taken a very competent survey and complimented our obliging and
intelligent conductor for his trouble in the best manner we were able, we took a long
walk for nearly five miles to the west of Parys mountain towards Llanfechell where
we heard there was (fol. 105a) a prodigious large stone with writing under it to be
seen. Our conductor who was a young man of Amlwch speaking pretty good English
entertained us the whole way by a variety of ghost stories and preternatural events
the common talk of the neighbourhood. The stone we were going to see was so big
that it would sink the largest ship that came to Amlwch. That it stood in a valley by
itself resting on a flat stone whereon a good many characters were engraved but
nobody was able to make them out but should some learned person have that good
fortune the stone would immediately move off of itself and there would be a pot of
gold to reward him for his schollarship [sic]. That a countryman living hard by had
seen the treasure three following nights in his dreams and had spent some time in
digging for it but all to no purpose for it was not intended for him. On telling our
guide he should equally (fol. 107) share whatever we discovered it quickened our
march astonishingly and I really believe we were not above an hour in reaching the
stone notwithstanding the many impediments which crossed our way. On which we
passed an upright stone about seven feet high in the middle of a field resembling
some of those we before noticed as boundaries. Here exclaimed Sancho a man also
found a considerable treasure, although amused by his simplicity it in some measure
weakened/65/ the interest we had taken in the object of our walk; and we felt the less
disappointed at finding we had taken our ramble in vain when we arrived at the spot.
For a candle being procured at the treasure dreamer=s cottage we discovered that
what they took for letters were nothing but a few natural crevices in the rock and that
the stone itself though of some magnitude possessed no more claim to notice than
any other detached fragment lying by the road side. (fol. 107a)
However disappointed we concealed our chagrin and even suffered our
conductor to take us half a mile out of the way tosee an immense stone [see Fig.40]
which he said was called Praes Maen on account of a brass pot being placed near it
and that when the sun shone whoever could trace the shadow at a particular time of
the day would discover a great treasure in a brass vessel. It was moonlight when we
arrived at this stone which certainly is more worthy of notice than the one we had
quitted. It is standing upright in the midst of a field and measures thirteen feet high
and fourteen and /66/fifteen in circumference allowing four or five feet under ground,
it must have been a very heavy body and cost some trouble to have erected it in its
present position. Approaching nearer to Amlwch we observed our quondam
loquacious companion become very silent, and just as we had passed an old wall
about half a mile (fol. 108) from the town he told us with evident marks of
trepidation that there was a ghost sitting there every night, on asking him if he had
ever seen it he said no but that many of his friends had, it was in the shape of a
woman and once had attempted to pull a farmer=s wife off her horse but was
prevented by the arrival of a second person when it vanished. That on Christmas Eve
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the inhabitants of Amlwch used to come to the spot in order to see how many lights
would pass by and as many did so many persons as travelled that road would die
within the twelvemonth.
I just mention these ridiculous stories to show that superstition still reigns here
and this superstition has perhaps been the guardian to many of the druidical remains
we noticed in the island. It was past six when we returned to the inn where we were
welcomed by a most excellent repast.
FRIDAY, DECR. 10
We could not leave the inn so soon as we intended on account (fol. 108a) of our
boots not being ready so bad is the workmanship of the shoemakers in Wales that the
repairs of one day were destroyed by the exertions of the next, and it was a business
almost as regular as eating our dinner when we arrived at the inn to send our boots to
get mended. Here I hope we have had them secured effectually as we ordered them to
be studded with nails according to the fashion of the country. Although on our arrival
we scarcely gained admittance at the inn as pedestrians /67/yet on our departure we
had to pay the bill calculated for equestrians of the first order so much had our
consequence been raised by the loquacity of our attendant in the k itchen.
This heavy blow on our finances with the loss we had sustained at Llanfechell
caused a calculation to be made which promised only three days= supply supposing
our concerns should fall into the hands of so experienced a scribe as the landlady at
Amlwch (fol. 109). About eleven we were clear of the inn and took the road across
the fields to the small church of Bodewryd where we understood were some remains
of the Wynne family a branch of which family was settled at a large mansion now a
farm near the spot. The church door being open we found the interior occupied by a
grey headed pedagogue and his schollars [sic]. On the pulpit were carved the arms of
the Wynnes and the seats and communion table exhibited the same kind of
ornaments cut in oak before noticed at Llanelian. This living was augmented by
Queen Anne=s bounty and further donations as appears engraven on a brass tablet
affixed to the north side of the altar:
M. S.
Annae Reginas serenissimae
cujus munificentia sine exemplo maximae
inter innumeras alias per magnam
(fol. 109a) Britanniam late sparsas
Tenuissima haec de Bodewryd ecclesia
cujus stipendium annuum xx solidos ante non exedebat
libris ducentis donata est
promovente interim pictatem hanc
et totidem libras de proprio conferente
per ultimum testamentum suum
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Dat. 6to Septembris A.D. 1720
Roberto Wynne A.M. rectori de Llantrisant
Filio Johannis Wynne de Bodewryd Arm.
Sexto et natu maximo
quibus pecuniis aliquantulum auctis
Tenementa sequentia, coempta
et in usum ecclesiae praedictae
In perpetuum stabilita sunt
(fol. 110) IIIo Nones Decembris 1723
viz. Tre Evan, Clidog, Hen Aelwyd &c. &c.
Reditusque annuus 40 solidorum
De Tre Anghared in Bodedern Com. Anglesea.
In tantae munificentiae memoriam
Tabula haec votiva suspensa est. anno 1727. 1

Knottie in com. Flint.
7. Johannes Wyn obiit Jan. 30, 1669 uxorem duxit, El enam filiam et cohaededem J.
Lewis de Chwaen Wen arm sepultus est cum uxore filioque natu maximo Johanne
L.L.B in ecclesiae parochiali de Llantrissant de quo siquis (fol. 111) ultra desideret
monumentum patri suo B - M positum impensis Roberto Wyn A.M. ejusdem
ecclesiae Rectoris dignissimi consulat. 1

1. Rees (ap Llewellwyn, ap Griffith, ap Howell, ap Evan, ap Edny fed ap Howell, ap
Griffith, ap Meyricke, ap Trahairn, ap Gwerydd ap Rees Goch) uxorem habuit Agnes
vch Nicholas ap Ellis Archidiaconi Monensis filiam obiit anno Dni 1500.
(fol. 110a)
2. David ap Rees de Bodewryd Armiger obiit 27o Julii anno Dni 1551 uxorem habuit
Anghared filiam et heredem de Plâs y Brian in parochia de Llanbeder.
3. Hugo Gwyn ap D.D. obiit 1562 uxorem habuit Elenam Conway de Bryn Eyrinin
Com. Carnaru.
4. Edwardus ap H Gwyn sepultus fuit prime die Martii 1596 uxorem duxit
Elizabetham Sion ap Rees Bodychen.
5. Johnnnes Wyn Edd obiit 1614 uxorem habuit Grace vch Sion Griffith de
Llanddyfnan.
6. Edwardus Wyn obiit 1637 uxorem habuit Margaretam Puleston de Llwyn y

Having finished our observations and preparing to leave the church we were not a
little surprized [sic] by a request made by the schoolmaster for something to drink
our healths, though I complied with his request I at the same time conveyed a kind of
hint that an instructor should not be mercinary [sic]. However he pocketed the
reproof with the money and I cannot say I discerned anything of that hectic flush
come across /69/his cheek described by Sterne in his story of the poor Monk.
Continuing from hence and passing by the magic stone which had drawn us so
much out of our way the preceeding [sic] night we called at the treasure dreamers
cottage as he had promised to shew us an inscription which (fol.111a) he knew to be
worthy of notice as a clergyman of Llanerchymedd had been to copy it. He was from
home but his wife catching up her half grown child in her arms walked before us at
such a rate we could scarcely keep up with her to the field where it stood. We here
found some characters and just as I was preparing to take the impression of them
with putty so violent and cold a storm of sleet and rain carne on that we were forced
to take shelter at a neighbouring farm. The farm house though of considerable extent
was open all the way up to the roof the beds, kitchen, dairy, &c. being all contiguous
to each other. This we found on enquiry was the common custom of the country. The
weather holding up a little we returned to the spot, in the interval having learnt that
the stone had some time since been broken in two in order to make a gate post of the
lower part, we procured an (fol. 113) iron crow and with the assistance of two stout
lads from the farm turned it over, it measures about four feet in length but retains no
appearance of characters on its surface though by measuring its width we clearly
discovered that it must formerly have been united to the upper part which is now
fixed in the ground about an hundred yards distant. On returning thither I took a very
exa ct copy. The name of the stone is Maen Hir Llanol with is interpreted the large
stone with letters and when entire it must have been a conspicuous object from most

1 “To Her most serene Majesty Queen Anne/ By whose unsurpassed, unprecedented generosity/ Among
countless others scattered far and wide throughout Great Britain/ This most insignificant church of
Bodewryd/ Whose annual living did not previously exceed 20 shillings/ Was endowed with ,200/ This act
of piety was in the mean time promoted/ And the same sum bestowed from his private funds/ In his last
will and testament/ Dated 6th September 1720/ By Robert Wynne M.A. rector of Llantrisant/ 6th and
youngest son of John Wynne of Bodewryd, Esq/ These funds being somewhat increased/ The following
propertiess were acquired/ and made over for the perpetual use of the aforementioned church/ On the 5th
of December 1723/ viz. Tre Evan, Clidog, Hen Aelwyd, etc/ With the annual rent of 40 shillings/ Tre
Angharad in Bodedern, Co. Anglesey/ In memory of such generosity/ this Votive tablet was hung up in the
year 1727”.

1 “ In this church lie 1. Rees etc... he had as a wife Agnes daughter of Nicholas ap Ellis Archdeacon of
Anglesey. He died AD 1500 2. David etc ... Esq. He died on 27th June 1551. He had as wife Angharad
daughter and heir of Plas Brian in the Parish of Llanbedr. 3. Hugo etc.. Died 1562. He had as wife Elena
Conway of Bryn Euryn in the County of Caernarvon. 4. Edwardus etc ... He was buried on the first day of
March 1596. He had as wife Elizabeth etc ... 5. Johannes etc ... died 1614. He had as wife Grace daughter
of Sion etc 6. Edwardus etc ... died 1637. He had as wife M.P. of Llwyn y Knottie in the county of Flint. 7.
Johannes etc ... Died Jan. 30 1669. He married Elena daughter and co -heir of J. Lewis of Chwaen Wen,
Esq.. He is buried with his wife and his eldest son John, Bachelor of Laws, in the Parish Church of
Llantrisant. Concerning whom if anyone should seek further, let him consult a monument set up by his
Father B.M. at the expense of R.W. A.M., most worthy Rector of the same church”.

/68/

On the opposite side of the communion table on a similar tablet is engraved the
pedigree of this branch of the Wynnes which is as follows:
In hac Ecclesia jacent
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parts of the island as it stands on very high ground.
The weather continuing cold and disagreeable we hastened our march to
Llanerchymedd our intended station for the night. Although the distance to this
/70/place in a direct line is not above four miles and its situation clearly discerned
from Maen Hir Llanol [see Fig. 41] yet on account of the bogs and (fol. 113a)
overflowing of the river we were obliged to make a circuit of nearly twice that space
round by Llanbabo. In our way passed a farm called Boddeiniol where we stopped to
enquire for some druidical remains mentioned in Mr. Bingley =s list as still visible,
but the farmer who is apparently near eighty years old said he had never had heard of
anything of the kind since he had lived there. But some time back in cleaning a piece
of rough /71/ground in one of his fields he discovered four burying places as he took
them to be the sides formed of flat stones set upright in the ground and covered by
others of the same irregular shape. Some of the stones he shewed us lying against a
fence but none of them appeared to be above two feet and a half high. Crossed the
river Trepont 1 a little below Llanbabo. This river is styled the largest in Anglesea
although I am sure one might easily leap over the widest part the channel (fol. 114)
when not flooded being not above twelve or fourteen feet across. Arrived at
Llanerchymedd a little before four, enquiring of the innkeeper for an ancient stone
with an inscription near the town he accompanied us to the house of a clergyman
who he said was very curious in these particulars and would furnish us with every
information on the subject. Our reception was very pleasing but we had been
misinformed in regard to the object of our enquiries there being no other antiques in
the neighbourhood besides Maen Hir Llanol and the stone at Llantrisant about four
miles distant. In the evening Mr. Richards the above mentioned gentlemen called
upon us at the inn and during our conversation gave some interesting particulars of
druidical remains in Bodafon mountain which we purpose visiting in his company
tomorrow. This gentleman had a very perfect coin of Diocletian of which I took an
impression in sealing wax (fol. 114a) in order to make a facsimile of the coin in
isinglass on my return - if we cannot procure originals we must be content with
copies. Having noted down the occurrences of the day we retired to bed desiring to
be called very early in order to get breakfast over by seven the time we had agreed to
set out.
/72/SATURDAY, DECR. 11
A little before seven called at Mr. Richards=s house whom we found waiting at
the door ready to accompany us. He mounted his horse and we pursued the
Beaumaris turnpike for half2 a mile when we turned to the left to look at a stone
called Lleidr 3 y Frydog or the thief stone. This is a rough stone about six feet high
1 Alaw ?
2 2 miles
3 Carreg Lleidr
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having a kind of hump or projection near the top [see Fig. 42]. The country people
report that a thief who had stolen some books from a neighbouring church was in this
place turned into stone with the sack containing his theft laying over his shoulder.
About a quarter of a mile further Mr. Richards pointed to the spot where formerly
stood the nunnery of Clorach or St. Claire and not far from it by the road side we saw
two wells whose waters were enclosed in a square reservoir of stone work. Tradition
says that the two saints Seriol /73/and Cybi (the former having a cell at Priestholme
the latter at Holyhead where he founded a collegiate church) used to hold their
weekly meetings at these springs to consult on religious matters, and from the
circumstance of Seriol’s travelling westward in the morning and eastward in the
evening, and Cybi on the contrary always facing the sun they were denominated
Seriol wyn a Chyby felyn.
Seriol the fair and Cybi the tawney.
When arrived at Bodafon hills a ridge of rocky ground (fol. 117a) extending
nearly two miles east and west Mr. Richards gave his horse to our attendant and
accompanied us to a cromlech [see Fig. 43] lying at the side of the hill denominated
cromlech Lldercoch1 nearly square the upper stone being about eleven feet across
supported by four or five small uprights not above a foot and a half from the surface.
This is by no means so perfect as some we have before noticed. Had not Mr.
Richards been positive of the fact I should have doubted whether it had been
designed for one. Arrived nearly at the summit of the hill we entered a cottage
inhabited by a countryman whose grandfather and great grand-/74/father resided
there before him. Under the direction of this person we climbed to the top of the hill
to look at a Carnedd. Most of the loose stones have been removed but some of the flat
ones which composed the cistfaen are still on the spot, another more perfect lies
about an hundred (fol. 118) yards to the eastward of this, a third further beyond
which we did not visit. In the course of our walk the countryman pointed to a spot
where he said his grandmother whilst tending the cattle found a large triangular2
piece of gold as he called it, standing on three supporters weighing nearly forty
pounds. The antique overgrown with heath but one of the beasts hap -/75/pening to
tread upon it occasioned the discovery. This she sold for three shillings at
Llanerchymedd.
I should rather conceive that the metal was brass but whatever it was it would
have been of more considerable value in the eyes of the antiquarian. Not far from this
place he pointed to a number of loose stones called by a Welsh word answering to
1 Can this be meant for Lleidrgoch or Llechgoch ? Possibly it should be Llidach as a chapel of this name
used to stand close to the spot. - Cambrian Register, ii, 288.
2 The exact spot where the ‘triangular piece of gold’ was found is not clearly indicated. Apparently it was
on the North-West side of the mountain. Mr. Skinner, however, in his sketch, shows it on the South-East
side. Probably the sketches were worked up in the evening from memory, which may account for the
errors which appear in some of them.
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gold tongues 1 as many pieces of gold of that shape he said were formerly picked up
here. From the formation here specified I think one may not hesitate a moment in
pronouncing they were brass celts or British weapons and as a farther [sic] (fol. 118a)
confirmation of this opinion not a great way distant facing the south we traced the
remains of a large British2 town. /76/Here about forty or fifty foundations such as we
have before noticed at Tre Evan may be clearly discerned some lying in a cluster
together others standing separate, others again having a square form the name given
to these remains scattered over the island we were informed by our intelligent
companion by Cyteau 3 Gwydellhod not Irishmens huts as some have translated it but
the houses of the wild inhabitants. A spring rising near the spot still has a term of the
same signification being stiled [sic] the well of the wild inhabitants. Some vestiges of
similar 4 buildings are to be traced to the north side of the hill, as also on the rising
ground facing that part of Bodafon we have just noticed. It is natural to suppose that
when the island was covered with wood, the inhabitants would fix their residence on
elevated stations as a security (fol. 120) against their enemies and beasts of prey we
may suppose the lower parts of these huts were alone built of stone and that branches
of trees and earth formed the covering like those at present used amongst the lowest
orders of Irish peasantry and why may not this people have retained the mode
observed by the ancient Britons from whence they derive their origin. The highest
point of Bodafon hills [see Figs. 44, 45] lies to the east commanding almost the
whole circuit of the island. Here a beacon used to be lighted in case of invasion or to
convey signals to the opposite coast of Carnarvonshire although probably it is many
years since anything of the kind was used, yet the stones and the earth bear evident
marks of the fire. It blew so hard today that it was with difficulty we kept on our legs
on the high ground but on descending we were sheltered from the wind and had a
pleasant walk to Penhros Llûgwy church an ancient building about half a mile to the
south east of Bodafon hills. On a (fol. 120a) rough flat stone in the church yard I
traced 7/ 7/ the following inscription, hic jacet Macuceceti. 5 Mr. Rowlands, upon
what authority I know not, supposes this to have been an inscription on Mechell or
Macutius bishop of St. Maloes in Little Britain, who he says was buried here. We
also observed two or three flat grave 6 stones [ see Fig. 46] of a rough gritty substance
about six feet long whereon was cut the figure of a cross in the same manner as those
I noticed last year at Furness abbey. But what seemed most curious at /78/first sight
was an inscription marked on a flat stone 7 lying on the ground whos e characters I
1 The position where these ‘gold tongues’ stood was probably on the North-West side of the mountain
though shown by Mr. Skinner on the South-East.
2 This town was Tre Beirdd on the North-West side of the mountain, incorrectly indicated on the
South-East side on Mr. Skinner’s ground plan.
3 Cyttiau Gwyddelod
4 These are marked on the 25 in. Ordnance Map.
5 Maccudecceti
6 No such stones are now to be found here.
7 Catherine Jones’s burial is entered in the Register, but the stone cannot be found
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recognised to be similar to what I had observed on the font at Bridekirk in
Cumberland mixed with Saxon letters of a much later date. On observing Mr.
Richards smile after I had finished my copy I requested he would candidly tell me
what the inscription meant and in what character (fol. 122) it was written for I could
make nothing out of it when he was kind enough to relieve me from my perplexity by
explaining that it had been executed within these sixty years by a shepherds boy at
the desire of a gentleman who employed various alphabets to compose it. The words
are Welsh to this effect Yma hefyd mae Gorwedd Katherine Jones Ebrill 11 1744. ag.
70. Here also lies without Catherine Jones April 11 1744 aged 70. This I suppose was
intended as a st umbling block for / 79/ antiquarians the idea being probably suggested
by Mr. Rowland’s Macutius in the neighbourhood. Like Doctor Johnson at the
Hebrides I here had to regret the loss of my walking stick for although I dispatched
our attendant and clerk in quest of it before we had proceeded an hundred yards from
the place where I had copied the inscription, it was vanished. I shrewdly suspect that
the clerk had taken a fancy to it, as there was no other person in the church yard
excepting our own party. However as he supplied me with something as a substitute
it (fol. 122a) did not longer delay our march which brought us in the course of half an
hour to Llûgwy house an ancient mansion now rented by a farmer under Lord Boston
who goodnaturedly invited us within doors and refreshed us with a good luncheon of
bread and cheese and some excellent ale. We then walked a short distance from the
house to a rising ground overgrown with timber trees and coppice wood but still
there was sufficient opening to enable us to trace a number of the Cytiau
Gwyddellhod [sic] of a more perfect form and larger dimensions than any we had yet
seen. They appear to be surrounded by a breast work of massive stones stuck
edgeways in the ground evidently intended as a fortification which was probably
strengthened by a mound and sharp stakes. The habitations here are very contiguous
the entrances easily traced as also a communication 1 from one to the other. This is a
strong confirmation of the historical account of the Aborigines who are said in the
different tribes to have had every (fol. 126) thing in common.
We purpose before we leave Wales visiting a very extensive fortress on the top of
Penmaenmawr which Mr. Richards says resembles very much the one before us. Not
far distant facing the ocean is a cromlech [see Figs. 47, 48] the upper stone six yards
long, five yards and a half wide /80/and three yards 2 thick. One end rests upon a
bank3 of earth and the other is supported by four or five small upright stones, leaving
leaving a hollow beneath about two feet high.
Near this we noticed the remains of Llûgwy chapel now entirely dilapidated,
Walked hence to Llanallgo church said to have been built in the year six hundred and
five. On the north wall near the altar is a mutilated monument 4 of a knight in armour
1 This is incorrect
2 The thickness is about 3 ft 6 ins.
3 At this end it rests on a flat rock.
4 Demolished about 15 years ago.
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kneeling before an altar said to be that of Sir John Bodville a gentleman whose
residence was in this parish. On digging a few years ago the foundation of the new
parsonage the workmen discovered a square vault formed of a solid composition
resembling thick (fol, 136a) tile supposed to be an ancient burying place. Mr.
Richards who was curate of this place for some years says he has in his possession
English coins of / 81/Edward 1 and Mary found in digging in the church yard. Leaving
the church weadjourned to a farm house close by where the party was again supplied
with bread cheese and ale. Although I did not much admire this delay we were
obliged to comply with Mr. Richards=s request. Continued here nearly an hour during
which time a poor blind boy attempted to amuse us by playing on the harp but having
received but few instructions was but an indifferent performer, our attendant then
took the instrument and played some of the Welsh airs with tolerable execution. The
poor boy in the meantime exhibited such strong marks of surprize [sic] mixed with
mortification as would have supplied an admirable subject for the pen of Hogarth.
After having given something to him we were not a little glad to take our leave it
being (fol. 127) past two, and there was a doubt whether we could procure
accommodation for the night nearer than Beaumaris at /82/least twelve miles distant.
Passed a stone about seven feet high nine long and three thick this is placed
edgeways on a flat rock, another about the same shape and dimensions lies on the
ground near at hand. A third formerly placed across has been destroyed within the
memory of some of the inhabitants. These stones are called Cromlech [see Fig. 49]
but I should rather imagine like those we noticed at Llanfechell t hat it had constituted
the chamber of a large Carnedd. Proceeding hence we walked over a natural layer of
lime stones extending for some acres along the surface of the ground this is called
Marian Glâs a term expressive of flat grey stones. We here met with a countryman
who joined our party and in our progress pointed out some more of the Cytiau
Gwyddellhod on (fol. 127a) a rising ground called Bryn2 ddiol, and from hence we
saw a hill about two miles to the westward named Rhos Fawr where he said were
some other remains and cromlechs but this lay so much out of our direction we could
not visit them. At Marian Mawr Mr. Richards quitted us. We were indeed much
indebted to him for his polite attention in accompanying us thus far for I am
convinced that without his assistance we should have passed many of these curious
remains the common people in general being ignorant of everything of the kind. This
gentleman seems to have paid a good deal of attention to antiquities and has
promised to favour me with a letter on the subject on my return home. But I could not
help remarking in the course of conversation that superstition does not seem
confined to the ignorant and illiterate for he told me very gravely (fol. 129) that there
were companies of fairies still existing in Wales and particularly in Anglesea and
that he had frequently driven them from their haunts. He also spoke of the knockers

supposed to be little invisible beings favourable to the miners who by making a
variety of sounds underground lead /83/them to those places where there is the
greatest quantity of ore. I could only be silent when I heard these opinions advanced
but he has directed me to a book lately published by Mr. Edmund Jones of Pontypool
on the subject. At Marian Mawr are six large stones of the same kind as the substrata
rising above seven feet. They have obtained the name of cromlech but I rather
imagine them to be natural productions.
Under the guidance of the countryman we proceeded to Red Wharf. Passed more
of the Cytiau Gwyddelhod at a place called Trescifion. Near here is an ancient
mansion house called Glynn now belonging to Mr. Meyricke (fol. 129a) the name of
Glynn a title common in many parts of Wales I find implies a situation lying in a
narrow valley overgrown with trees. Not far beyond was a house in which Mr.
Hughes 1 resided before his vast acquisition in the Parys mountain. Arrived at Red
Wharf a little before dark and the house promised but very bad accommodations we
were obliged to put up with them. Our eating was of the least importance but on
retiring to my sleeping apartment although the woman had provided clean linen the
toute ensemble was so dirty I passed the night without taking off my cloaths [sic].

1 William and Mary ?
2 At Traeth Bychan? Bryn ddiol is the hill on which the Romano -British village, close to Parciau House, is
situated.

1 [Actually at Porth Llongdy]
2 Din Sylwy or Bwrdd Arthur
3 Llaniestyn
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SUNDAY, DECR. 12
We were not sorry to leave this wretched alehouse as soon as there was sufficient
light to see our direction three miles across the sands of Traeth Gôch to the village of
Llanddona whose church stands on an eminence above the (fol. 130) bay and was
first founded by Ddona grandson of Brychfael ys Cythrog (who fought the Saxons
when the monks of Bangor Iscoed were slaughtered) anno six hundred and ten.
About half a mile to the left are the traces of a large entrenchment supposed to have
been thrown up by the Britons as a defence against the northern invaders. This is on a
/84/rising knoll called Dyn Sylwyn2 or Round Table Hill. This we had not leisure to
see being obliged to hasten to Llainestan3 about a mile in the contrary direction in
order to have sufficient time to notice an ancient monument, mentioned by Mr.
Rowlands, before service began. Fortunately the church door was open and we met
with no interruption during the half hour we stayed there. The object in question
covering a cenotaph rose about two feet above the pavement near the communion
table. A per son in a sacerdotal habit /85/holding a pastoral crook in his right hand
and in his left a scroll is here represented [see Fig. 50], whereon is inscribed (fol.
131a) hic jacet sanctus Jestinus cui &c., round the border of the slab towards the head
the characters in parts are much defaced but I read Gryffydd ap Gwyllym in
oblationem istam imaginem pro salute animarum suarum. The style of workmanship
appears very similar to that of Pabo post Prid and by the way tends to confirm the
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opinion we there formed that the sculpture is many centuries posterior to the time of
the persons they are designed to represent and offered as an oblation to the church for
the purpose of securing the favour and mediation of the patron saint. That the family
of this Gryffyd [sic] ap Gwyllym resided in this neighbourhood appears from a
document still extant dated at Rhayder Gadog June the twentieth in the twenty
seventh year of Henry the sixth by which seven villaines or vassals were made over
and granted by Ednyfed Fychan ap Ednyfed Dafydd ap Gryffydd and Howell ap
Dafydd according to the feudal system still obtaining to (fol. 133) William Gryffyd
ap Gwylym free tenant of Porthamel probably the very same person who presented
the effigies of St. Jesten to the church. This Jesten founder of the church is supposed
to have been the son of Gerennius or Geraint grandson of Constantine duke of
Cornwall successor to king Arthur. The font [see Fig. 51] is certainly very ancient
probably coeval with the original building. The present structure differs nothing
from other Welsh Churches. From hence proceeded across a swampy heath for a
mile and a half to an old mansion called Fotti 1 Rhydderch or Roderick’s summer
house having been directed thither to see an inscription cut over an arched chimney
piece in the kitchen. The characters appear to be about the time of Henry the eighth
or his successor and are read Si deus nobiscum quis contra nos. This place formerly
the residence of a gentleman=s family like /86/most others we have had occasion to
notice in the island is now tenanted by a farmer (fol. 133a) who has a fine family of
nine children. The eldest a lad of only eleven years old engaged to conduct us to the
cromlechs at Cremlyn and Trefor [see Figs. 52,53]. At the former place there is little
worthy of notice but at the latter I took two sketches of a very perfect cromlech the
upper stone measuring about three yards across supported by two uprights the larger
six feet high the other not above four and a half which cause the cap stone to recline
in a slanting direction. Another long stone now lying on the ground appears to have
been formerly used as a supporter. Near at hand also are three or four flat stones lying
promiscuously.
Whether these were ever employed in the formation of a second cromlech like at
Praes Addfed2 I cannot pretend to determine. About two fields from hence in our
way to Penymynnedd3 we traced one of very /87/ /88/small dimensions, the cap
stone not being above a yard across and its two supporters a foot and a half high
(Fol. 186) After a toilsome walk we arrived at Penymynnedd a place formerly in
possession of the Tudor family whose descendant Owen became of such
consequence in the British history by marrying Catherine widow of Henry the fifth.
In the church we perceived a handsome marble monument said to belong to that
family whereon are the effigies of a knight in armour with his lady by his side. There
being no inscription we could not determine its exact date but from the workmanship
I should imagine it was posterior to the time of Owen who if I mistake not was buried

in the cathedral of St. Davids but of this I shall inform myself hereafter. The church
of Penymynnedd formerly went by the name of its founder whose tomb they pointed
out under a kind of gothic nitch in the north wall without any kind of inscription. I
did not copy the monument on account of there being a good many people in church
(fol. 136a) and I wished not to put a stumbling block in my brother=s way but I
afterwards made a sketch from memory just to notice the place. After a homely meal
we walked half a mile across the fields to the turnpike, and in the course of an hour
arrived at Bangor ferry completely soaked a heavy rain having accompanied us all
the way. Crossed the water about two with the design of reaching Capel Cerig to
sleep but in this we were disappointed through the inattention of our guide who
having stopped behind on some pretence we mistook our way and deviated nearly
four miles before we got to Llandegai.
It was now quite dark and stormy and we endeavoured to procure horses to take
us to the conclusion of our stage but without success, on therefore we marched to a
small public house near Lord Penrhyn=s quarries where we met a civil reception
/89/though the accommodations were scarcely (fol. l38) a whit better than those of
the preceeding [sic] night. In the course of two hours after our arrival our guide made
his appearance with a number of excuses I did not think it worth while to listen to. At
about ten we retired to our sleeping room.
MONDAY, DECR. 13
It rained violently all night but clearing up after breakfast we pursued our road to
Capel Cerig. In our way purchased a hone at the quarry near Ogwen lake of a man
living in a cottage close at hand who is employed on the spot to procure this article
and two or three shiploads have already been sent to different parts. Arrived at the
inn about one gratified by our ten days tour in the island notwithstanding the bad
weather we experienced having in that period walked above an hundred and sixty
eight miles.

1 Hafodty
2 Presaddfed
3 Penmynydd
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